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THE LAS YECrAS DAILY OPTIC
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 7,

VOL. XXIV.

POPE LEO

Oil

HIS

DEATHBED

His Physician Gives Up All Hope for

the

was asked for by the defense on the
grounds of the absence of two important witnesses. Judge Bishop instructed the atorneys for the defense
to enter a formal motion for postponement when court opened
Thursday
morning and he would take it under
consideration.

DAYS LONGER

to Identity Ever

ter

Pleurisy is Now Complicated With Pneumonia

An

Performed for Temporary Relief.

Operation

T

O

nues

Men in Colorado hy

Remodeled

and

ML

Re--

IN

now would scarcely

RESULT OF RACE

I'll

recognize

the place' as being the samo as that
of a fcw months ago, so vast have
been the changes and improvements

WOOL

Another Uig Electric Line for
Mexico The Colorado Legislature to Meet Agiiiu.

PRESIDENT L0UBET IN LONDON

which
the
amiable
proprietors,
Messrs. Foreythe & Benjamin, have
made in this well known resort Tho
private dining room and wine rooms
have been done away with entirely
and the entire room has been re
painted and papered and the floor is
now covered by a linoleum of a handwhich
some design. The partition
formerly divided tho bar room from
the card room has been removed and
a handsome horseshoe counter installed which has a seating capacity of
f
more than the former
fully
one. Back of this counter
la the
range, which is one of the largest In
the territory and presided over by one
of the best chefs to be obtained. The
front part of the room is taken up by
the bar and club rooms and Mr.
ha3 also moved his private office to this part of the building' and
can now transact all the business of
the house without having to go out
of his way to do so. A walk through
the meat and cold storage rooms discloses everything arranged In a neat,
clean manner and without doubt, tbe
Headquarters is now one of the best
places in the city to go if you desire
a good meal. In addition to the many
other improvements a handsome John
Vann coffee urn has been ordered and
as soon as it arives will be placed at
one end of the counter and will be
heated by gasoline which will assure
a good cup of coffee at any hour of
the night or day.
Of course all of this could not be
done without increasing the working
force and service at the counter and
at t3w bar is now of the very best.
The room, as It now stands is arranged
in the very same manner as when It
waS opened in 1879 by Ward & Tarn-mtinder the name of the Monarch
billiard hall and will without doubt
continue to enjoy the excellent trade
the past
which has fallen to Us lot
one-hal-

DENVER, Colo., July 7. Striking
smelternien were enjoined this af
ternoon from Interfering with the op
eration of the Grant and Globe smelt
ers. The injunction was issued by

ROME, July 7. 10:43 a. m. Opera
ROME, July 7, 9:20 a. m. Pneufor puncture of pleura will be
tion
been
monia, from which the pope has
performed on the pope at 11 o'clock
with
now
is
complicated
suffering
with a pravaz syringe.
pleurisy and the pontiff has paralysis
Judge Dixon of Pueblo, sitting here,
. ROME, July 7, 4 p. m. After the
of the fingers. The pope passed a operation Dr. Mazzoni said the danger
on the complaint of the American
restless and sleepless night. At 9:35 remained imminent but the illness
Smelting and Refining company.
when Dr. Mazzoni went to the Vatican from which the pope was suffering
The complaint alleges that the de
this morning, Or. Lapponi made a full was full of surprises. His holiness
fendants, including the officers of the
Western Federation, conspired to com
report of how the pope had passed might even live three days longer.
ROME, July 7, 1:45 p. m. Dr. Mazthe night. Dr. Mazzoni asked the
pel the plaintiff to employ those whom
pope how he passed the night. The zoni in an interview this afternoon
he did not wish to employ and at
pontiff replied in a faint voice: "I admits that he has given up all hopes
wages and hours which he did not
of saving the pope's life. Puncturing
have no illusion and am resigned."
wish to grant.' In pursuance of this
ROME, Jly 7 The following is an the pleura has been postponed until
on the night of July 3rd,
conspiracy
official statement of the pope's condi- 2 o'clock this afternoon.
200 or 800 men proceeded with force
m.
7,
2:30
ROME,
has
p.
Pope
July
tion issued this morning by Drs. Lapand arms to the Globe and Grant
been operated upon and his general
poni and Mazzoni:
smelters and cut the electric light
now
condition
is
better.
a
"The pope passed
restless night,
wires, extinguished the furnace fires,
m.
There
ROME, July 7, 7:20 p.
without sleep.
Nourishment," howbeat and wounded the en
assaulted,
no
conhas
been
the
in
more
and
pope's
change
been
taken
has
ever,
freely
of the plaintiff and compelled
ployes
2
since
dition
the
o'clock
bulletin
was
the general condition is a little more
them to Quit work. It Is further alexamina Issued. There is still a chance that
An objective
leged that the defendants continued
worst
occur
moment.
the
at
may
thorany
the
shows
a change in
tion
right
by force, threats, Intimidation and asax and the middle lobe of the right notwithstanding the alleviation fol J
saults to prevent the men from work
me
not
did
which
to
lowing
operation.
up
yesterday
lung,
folm.
3:45
The
ROME, July 7,
ing at the smelters and pickets had
p.
admit of the passage of air, but now
been posted in the vicinity, who adaliows the air to penetrate. On the lowing bulletin has been Just issued:
dress
"A
test
abusive, offensive and profane
of
bethe
has
one
puncture
Interior
has
pleura
other hand the
language to Those who "desire to enter
come more obtuse and the transmis been made and eight hundred grams
the plaintiff's employment, and othersion of vocal and tacre vibration is of liquid have been taken off. A rapid
wise attempt to intimidate such pero
wanting. This leads y the belief examination showed that some musons. The complaint was sworn to
ROBBER ESCAPES.
that there is liquid in the pleura. An cous was rattling in the lung which
by Franklin Gulterman, general manexperimental incision will be made. was originally affected. The pope un"The action of the he"irt is depressed derwent the operation with courage. Missouri Criminal Quits St Loulis ager of the company. The situation
at the smelters is unchanged.
so much as to render renal function His general condition Is now better
Jail By Way of Skylight
o
insufficient and to cause cyanosis in and he is resting." "Lapponi," "Mazzoni."
DEWEYS ASK FOR BAIL,
the last phalanges! the hands."
ST. LOUIS, Mo., July 7. William
Rudolph, of Union, Mo., who has been
proved an excellent conductor of the confined in the
RECEIVES A PARDON.
city Jail for several Make Strong claim that Killing of
electric fluid. The current passed months on the
The Jerrys Was Done In
charge of having parthrough the stream and took Harry ticipated in the robbery of the bank
VICENTE SENA GETS PRICELESS amidship. He went over flat shocked
at Union last winter, and also charged
TOPEKA, Kans., July 7. The arguFOURTH OF JULY PRESENT
almost to death. He was somewhat with killing Detective ScShumachor,
ments in the case of Chauncey Dewey,
efno
serious
but
painfully grieved,
FROM GOV. OTERO.
who was attempting to arrest hlr
Clyde Wilson and W. J. McBride, were
fects resulted.
made a desperate and successful gg.
mado before tho supreme court today.
Excellent Penitentiary Record of Rio
cape from Jail at 4:45 o'clock t0(iay
They made application for admission
MOODY MERRILL TRIAL.
and still at large. Shortly before his to
Arriba, County Murderer and Other
ball, pending the trial in the Chey- Circumstances Influence the Choice, Defense Was Granted One Continu- - escape today Rudolph Was let out of enee county district court next Decern
his cell to be shaded, Tuo eXercise
her for the murder of the Berry family
. ance and Asked for Another.
corridor at the, time contained about
The Fourth was observed at the terIn June. The argument upon which
twenty prisoners. The guards were
ritorial penitentiary as a holiday. At
The trial of Moody Merrill in Bos
the men based their contention for
noon the men were served with an ton was set for last Tuesday. The engage.j ln locking up the prisoners bail was that, the killing of the Bcr-ry- s
for the nl$ it, when orftudolph passed
was done In
elaborate dinner of chicken and gravy, Boston papers show that on Monday
They
roast pork and apple sauce, green his attiintss asked to have counts through the east end of the exercise alleged that they rode to the Berry
a
broke
the
out
corridor,
fight
among
ranch on the day of, the killing and
peas, mashed potatoes, stewed toma- 11, 12 aud 13 lu the indictment disprlubnerg In the west end. The mawere In danger of losing
toes, lemonade and pie. In the after- missed. Merrill is known to many
of the guards rm to separate that (hey
noon the men were taken to the chatt- in New Mexico as Col. C. F. Gray- jority
acted quickly.
the fighting prisoners and Rudolph their lives unless they
the previous troubles
of
told
el, where a phonograph entertalnemnt son. Assistant District Attorney Sugh-rue- ,
They
s
quickly ran up three flights of stal.-was given them by Jose Segura. Great
had had with the Berrys, and
who is conducting the prosecuJumped to the top of the cells and In they
interest attached to the announcement tion, in compliance with a former or- a flash had swung himself
said
that
they were goaded to tho
by the aid
of desperation.
of the Fourth of July pardon, aud der of the court, furnished additional of an Iron
point
to
the
and
girder
skylight
when the statement was made that information regarding the fifth and the next moment had forced the skyAttorney General Coleman and his
Vicente Sena was the fortunate man eighth counts in the indictment, but light open and was out upon the roof, lawyers made tho contention on behalf of the stale that there was no
tdSpcelve it, great and long continued said that ho could furnish but little sixty feet from the ground.
of the
applause from the men greeted it. more about the eleventh count. The
Rudolph grasped an electric light nrovocnllon for the murder
Sena was serving a life sentence on twelfth and thirteenth counts are du- wire that extended to the ground and Berrys nnd Hint the crime wbb comthe charge of murder from Rio Ar plicates or companion counts aud in- slid down fifty feet, when the wire mitted In cold blood. In addition to
riba county and was sentenced De volve the 'alleged embezzlement
of snapped, precipitating blm
to the the assertion of tho Deweys that they
were In danger of mob violence the
exan
1S90.
He
has
been
cember 18,
$500 from Mrs. Cohen. Judge Bishop, ground.
Regaining his feet Instantly
a statement signed
emplary prisoner and has never Vio- who Is presiding, ordered additional he ran through Sergeant Dawson's state introduced
lated a rule of the institution, ills Information to be furnished regard- residence to the street and was gone. by moat of the prominent residents of
Cheyenne county, Including the couno
pardon was recommended by the dis ing these counts.
ty officers, that the Deweys were not
trict attorney who prosecuted him, by
The eleventh count sets forth that
Another Colorado Legislature.
at
any time In danger of mob violence.
the superintendent of the penitenti a mortgage on a lot on Shawmut aveDENVER, Colo., July 7. There will
Tho statement sal that at no time
of
members
the
ary, by many
legis nue,' Boston, was executed by William probably be a contest over the speakthe killing has It been Impossilature and prominent citizens. The Dwyer to Merrill for $500, secured by ership at the extra session of the leg- since
ble for Dewey and bis associates 't
was
at
trial
who
the
presided
the mortgage. The note bears the islature called for July 20 by Cov.
judge
In the county without,
E. P. Seeds, .but as he baa left the same date as the mortgage and was Peabody last night. It Is claimed that go anywhere
had so desired. Tho
If
they
could turned over to Merrill in trust for Samuel Belford will bo elected speak- safety
territory his recommendation
introduction of this evidence caused
not be considered.
Circumstances
Mrs. Cohen. The commonwealth al- er. The governor Is being urged to a considerable sensation.
which were not produced at the trial leges that Merrill converted this to Issue a supplementary call to include
It Is likely that a decision will be
were laid before the governor as well his own us.
other appropriations as well as gen- made by the supremo court soma
as explanations of certain matters
After this Information was filed, it eral appropriation.
Tho appropriation time during the present week. It
which could not be made at the trial, was agreed that the trial should be for the World's Fair Is one of the may possibly bo mado by tomorrow
all of which combined to tnake this postponed until .Thursday, in order matters being urged on the governor night.
case one of especial merit for exec- that the attorneys for the defense to be Included ib the supplemental
o
utive clemency.
The Squadron in England.
might have more time to prepare. Mer- call. So far the governor has shown
rill, who had been in New Hampshire, no indications of yielding to the re(PORTSMOUTH, Eng., July
It Was Shocking.
boom of cannon the British fleet
was on hand for the trial. Late Wed- quest
o
on behalf of King Edward, welcomed
Harry Shupp was the. victim of a nesday afternoon, at an informal contrying and dangerous experience at ference between the attorneys for the Afrlksndsr Wins Sheepshesd Stakss. the United States European sqad-rothe fire Sunday: morning. .The commonwealth, for the defense and ., NEW
to Great Britain's naval headquarYORK, July 7. Africander
young man had bis grip on a big hose the court, a further postponement was won the realisation stakes at Sheeps-bea- ters this morning. National salutes
which was pouring a stream of water asked by the attorneys for the 'dewere fired by each squadron. SubBay, worth 145,000, today. Goldon to the blaze. The stream came in fense. The assistant district
attorney en Maxim, second; Savable, third. sequently the two admirals exchanged
contact with a live electric wire. The stated that the commonwealth was
visit. Later the various commanders
Time, 2:45 IS.
circuit was completed and the water
paid visits to each other's vessels.
ready to proceed. The postponement
.
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IMPROVED.

206.

NO.

Anyone walking into the Headquar
ters (saloon and club rooms at the
comer of Railroad and Lincoln ave

Found-Ado- pted

The probate court is in receipt of
the transcripts of the marriage and
the discharge of the guardianship of
Emma Silva from the officials of Clay
county, Mo., which papers it was necessary to secure before the young lady
could secure the payment of a small
amount coming to her from her curator, George Varela. This young lady
possesses quite a history, as she Is
the child which was found in an old
stable on the west side in 1885 and
whose parents could never be found.
At the time suspicion pointed strong
ly in the direction of a prominent
couple on the east side, but nothing
could be proven, and as no one came
forward to claim the child she was
placed under the guardianship of
Vicente Silva, who afterwards became
famous as a desperado and who ran
a dive of the worst sort on the Plaza,
where it is said that one or two men
entered who never saw the light of
day again, as they were murdered
and disposed of in various ways.
Things became too tot for Silva, so
he left here and went to Taos, taking
the little girl along and leaving his
wife here. ; When he returned from
Taos he left the child there, and
in some way she drifted to Missouri
and was placed under another guard
ian there and afterwards married,
while Silva reigned here only a short
time, when he disappeared with bis
wife, and it Is presumed they were
murdered by their former companions
In crime and buried In some lonely
spot out near Mora.

1903.

furnished.--

ACTIVITY

Child of Notorious Desperado, Who Was Murdered by Assoc-

Resort

Popular

the Court.

iates.

;

til

Issued Against Striking Smel

CHILD FOUND IN A DESERTED
BUILDING 18 YEARS AGO RECEIVES PROPERTY.
No Clue'

HE MAY LIVE ONLY THREE

I

UNIQUE HISTORY.

Vene-- v

rable Pontiff

HEADQUARTERS

74

Six Men Killed and Twenty Injured
ville, Indiana

at

Evans-

-

NATIONAL GUARD AND OFFICERS RESIST MOB

Mob

of Several Thousand Led by Hundred Armed Men Met By
Guards With Buckshot
Men on Both Sides Killed

For-syth- e

e

Six Alman, fifteen years bid. daughter of
Josh Alman; August Jordan, nineteen
musician; Ed Run!, 23, laborer; Fred
Kappler, aged fifteen and an unknown
man. The fatally wounded are: John
Barnett, shot through the right lung;.
Calvin Hawkins, shot ln the abdomen,
aBgisted by two hundred special dep- left finger shot off; John Gel!, shot
uty sheriffs, sworn In during the day, in the back; Ernest Walters, shot in
while guarding the county Jail in the back.
'
which were sixteen negro prisoners,
At 2 o'clock this moron under or
ders from Gov. Durbln, a Vlncennea
poured a deadly volley of buck-sho- t
and bullets into a crowd of several company ot militia arrived and relthousand people led by a hundred ieved the Evansvllle troops who laid
armed rioters which was pressing down on the court house yard and
them back amid the jeers accompan
slept In their arms. There were no
ied by stones. When the smoke cler-- demonstrations when the relief troops
ed away six dead bodies lay on the arrived. Negroes are leaving the city,
There Is contention as to in large numbers and dozens of negro
ground.
who fired first the soldiers or the ri families are camped in the country.
oters. That the troops were fired on Officials believe there will be no fur
is proved by the fact that of the- - tall ther outbreak although the utmost
en wounded were four members of the vigilance will be maintained.
Got.
troops. The mob immediately scatter Durbln la considering the advlsabKty
ed and disappeared.
The dead are: of martial law.
Great excitement
Edward Schiffman, a painter; Hazel prevails hero today.
EVANSVILLE,

Ind.,

July

7.

shot dead and twenty Injured, four
fatally, Is the outcome of the race
war that has caused a reign of terror
in this city during the past four days.
At 10:30 last night the Evansvillo
comany of the Indiana national guard

,

MRS. T. 6. HUIBELL DEAD,

American League.
.
'C
At New York
hVD.
Estimable Wife of the Sheriff of
- ST"
New York
County Goes the Way
'.
Chicago
6
0
of All the Earth.
Batteries: Wolfe and Belleville:
Owen, McFarland and Slattery.
Special to The Optic.
At Boston
R. h. E
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., July 7.
Boston
..
8 12
1
Mrs. T. S. Hubbell, wife of the popu- St. Louis
6 14
1
of
Bernalillo
lar sheriff
county,
Batteries: Young and Crlger: Siev- died this afternoon at 2:30 after a er,
Terry and Kahoe.
short illness of spinal meningitis. It At Philadelphia
R. H. B.
was scarcoly known ln the city that
2
Philadelphia .. .. ,,
Mrs. Hubbell was ill and the news Detroit
. ..
5
,.
8
q
of her death has brought the deepBatteries: Waddell and Schreck;
est sorrow. She was an estimable Mullln and McGulre.
lady, beloved by all who know her.
At Washington
R. H. E.

v. JS

lo

8PIESS AT WORK.
ST. LOUIS, MO., July 7. Charles
Las Vegas, N. M., presi
dent of the New Mexico commission.

A. Spiess of

visited the administration bulling to
day Co prepare for the participation of
New Mexico In the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

...

o

Loubet Will Receive in London,
LONDON, July 7. President Loubet was astir early today and began
an extensive round of functions visiting the French hospital and other
places. When the president returned to St, James' palace at 10 o'clock
be was greeted with great cordialty
and cries of "Vive Loubet", The reception of a deputation from the diplomatic corps filled the rest of his
time till noon, shortly after which tho
president, accompanied by AmbassaMinister
dor Cambon and Foreign
visit to
DnlacaBo, made a semi-statthe city.
o

Lino for Mexico,
riTTSBURO, Pa., July 7. It is
stated hero that M. R. McAdoo of
New York, a prominent rallwa" man
ager and formerly gmicraly manager
Big

Electric

the stroet railway Interests ot Car- ret A. Hobart, is to take charge of
the Mexican Traction company of
Mexico City, Mexico. It Is the inten
lion of the company to electrify im
mediately tho existing horse car lines
of the Mexican Traction company, to
of

apply for concessions covering about
100 miles of additional track, and to
build ut In the City of Mexico
a modern street railway system.
o
American Beaten at Henley.
HENLEY, Eng., July 7. The at
tendance ot tho opening of tho an
nual regatta here today was marked
by a smaller crowd than usual. The
weather wa3 threatening and a strong
wind was blowing. The only race of
special interest to America was the
heat of the Diamond skulls. Juvenal,
of the Vespar Boat club, Philadelphia,
was defeated by Beresford today In
his heat for Diamond skulls. Time,
9 minutes, 30 seconds.

j

j.

,.....

First gam- e-

UNCANNY PLANT.

.... ...... OS

Washington
Takes Away Senses of Those Who Cleveland
Batteries: Paten and
Come Within Its Influence.
Bombard and Bemls,
Second
7.
ST. LOUIS,
The Instituto
game-Washi-

July

Medico of Mexico City, says the Mexican Herald, will send to the Wrld's
Fair an exhibit of about fifty medicinal plants of tho country and tho
Accomproducts derived therefrom.
ill be a companying the exhibit
as to tho place
plete explanation
where 'the plants are found, the procedure for converting them Into medical products and tho aliments which
they aro destined to cure. Included
in the exhibit will bo a plant of marIt grows wild aud
velous qualities.
abundantly in tho State of Michoacan.
The Indiana claim that whenever they
enter a wood or place where this
plant grows, Its aroma makes them
lose their way and they are unable to
return to their homes or to reach
their destination until they cease to
smell the plant, Tho statement is
said to have been fully confirmed a
number of times by learned people.
Tho Instituto is going, to make a scientific study of Its physiological effect
and an analysis of its properties. A
delegate has been sent to Michoacan
to obtain a specimen of the plant It
has been further added that a person
wearing a branch of this peculiar
plant in his buttonholo, will often be
lost In his native city, but the latter
statement has not been confirmed.
This plant will be an Interesting exhibit at the fair and if it Is sent In
large quantities and keeps Its quali
ties In a foreign and distant land, the
police of St. Louis will have many
visitors to guide during the exposi"'
tion.
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Batteries: Wilholm and Smith;
and Dooln.
At

:

and Kittredge

Joss and Abbott.
National League.
At Pittsburg
R.

Pittsburg

1

1

Ml-che- ll

Cincinnati-Fi- rst

gnmc
Cincinnati
Brooklyn ..

h. E.

R,
a

..

,9

8

6

12

l

Butteries: Mulinn and Borgenj Vlek.
. ;
er, 1111101 and Hugg.
'
At Chicago
R. h. E.

1
e
7
Chicago
B
New York
6
1
Baterles: Mcnefce and King; Mathr
ewson and Bowerman.

Western League.
At Omaha

R. H.

7 12
Omaha'.. .. . . ,
Dos Moines.. .. . . .. .. 5
8
Battorlcs: Companion and Gooding
Cushman and Fohl.

American Association.7
At Minneapoli- s... i
Minneapolis
St. Paul

......

F. W. of A. Entertain- -:
The Fraternal Union dt

t

i

',

entertain their jeeztrj f
frlends at an opes IZZZ'M
1
t"
lodge tomorrow nLU tl
V. O.
nan. supreme urrziCr P. 3.L.
In London.
,
sey will be pretext t .
)
There Is at pres:'i
. BOSTON, July 7.
o
newly elected oCoer tjt tl c
j
ent better feeling In the wool market
The twice a week band concert it term. Judje LarraacL),
O
'
manihas
been
and greater activity
the hot springs Is an excellent In- member of the orvtar
1
CJ1;.j
fested than for some time previously. stitution. Every concert evening, it principal addreea of C 7r'
7
Territory wools head the list of sales. may be asured, the cars will be crowd- musical and literary
f
New fine 62(fJ53; fine medium, 48
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FIERCE RACE WAR.

KEEP COOL!
Crcxz

Cr
Peaoh Cr

Carry Cssar
Crape Phosphate
Grape Juice

SAVAGES IN BEVERIOGE'S UNCIV
ILI2ED STATE MAKE LIFE A
BURDEN FOR THE BLACK

$

MAN.

Trouble Over the Rescue From Mob
of Colored Murdered Who Wai
Wanted for Chief Actor at Lynching
Exhibition.

Cackberry Wine
In Quart Bottles,

f

U

Street.

WUU

First National bank,
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

nn

M.

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET-

-

JOHN YORK'S

Bridge

First Delivery

t 9 o'olock

A.

m.

Ronl Ectatc
and
investment Co.
and pnim collected. Choice
fully lookod

OOP, E

Prmlmmm cmrm

mllar

city mnd

for male and for rent.

SEE OUR LIST Iff THE "WAMT" COLUMN

v

EVANSVILLE, InJ., July 7. Ilaco
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
i prejudice brught on a relKn of terror
nt
bore Sunday which has not yet ended
A, B. SMITH,
1
All last night and all day yesterday
E, D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
armed mobs threatened lives of clll
GROCERS,
HALLETT
g zens. Otm mores were broken open
RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
BUTCMEKl and BAKERS.
A and
weapons and ammunition seized
by whites and blacks. The county Jail
was partly wrecked. An angry mob
of 2,000 writes having broken into H
ATTEMPT TO BREAK A WILL
INTEREST PAID
DEPOSITS
for a black victim. Negro dives were
in
and
shot
search
to
ransacked
pieces
A Pretty Actress Wants a Share In a
of blacks and a narmed company of
Million Dollar Estate.
ISSUE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE
drilled blacks paraded
the streets
whites.
The
the
governor
VANCOUVER, 0. C July 7.The threatening
out troops but they have
light of Eiina Wallace Hopper, the has ordered
S
fortune not yet arrived. At daylight this
actress, for a million-dolla- r
wag begun here today when her suit morning 300 armed white men have
to break the will of the late Alexan- started for Baptist where there Is a
""7""
T,
der Dunsmulr, husband of Mrs. Hop negro colony. They declare they will
7;
blow
Trouble
been
which
it
has
up.
mother
and
brother of the form
per's
er premier of British Columbia, was brewing for months came to a orlsls
called for trial. The suit has (level-ope- Friday when Leo Brown, a negro,
Into a bitter content, In which killed Patrolman Massey who was
the main point to be decided Is the trying to arrest him for murder.
mental condition of Alexander Duns- Brown was arrested and the mob
mulr at the time he executed the formed during the night to lynch
him. Arriving at tho Jail they found
will. ;
Tbb suit of the pretty young act- tho victim had been taken away. A
- t
ress le lor the purpose of setting cry went up to kill all negroes. The
sldo the will on the ground of the negroes retaliated by shooting "down
at the with whites" and threatening death
incompetency of Dunsmulr
time be signed It, and-- on the further if the negro was lynched. There have
is 'not yil
ground that undue influence was ex- been several clash but it
ercised by big brother, James Duns- known what fatalities have resulted.
A later dispatch Evansylllo
says:
mulr, in securing bis relative's signature. It Is alleged by the contestant This city la quiet today and there are
that t. least forty days before his no signs of tho mob violence that
death Alexander Dunsmulr wag not in agitated (he citizens all of last night.
av right frame of mind, as a result of Business Is moving In even tenor of
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTOR..
his excessive use of intoxicants, and its way, A trip In the buttlnoss section
that while in this condition, which reveals that much damage was done
was frequently attended with delirl to stores, especially hardware houses,
visitors, who arrived on every train.
Twenity Thousand Educators Meet
urn, James Dunsmulr. Induced his many of which were entered and rob- Tho south and west are
Masi July 7. Boston
particularly
jBOSTON,
ammunition.
bed
and
of munnltlona
brother to sign a will at Ban Francis
well represented at the present meet- has today within her gstes 20,000
were
Thousands
of
shots
fired
during
co prepared by an attorney of this
so fa as leaned no one ing. Tomorrow there will bo sTmon- or more delegates to the National
City at the direction of James Duns the night but
ster
bodies
uniformed
Educational association
the
of
convention,
parade
mulr, On the following day, it Is al was killed, although numbers of peo and later In tho
day officers for the the attendance breaking all records.
to
said
wounded.
are
been
have
ple
leged, Alexandor Dunsmulr, etlll ill
ensuing year will be chosen. The en- The meetings today included besides
and of unsound mind, was started Several negroes were caught by mobs tertainment
program is one of the the general sessions interesting coneastward from San Francisco.
He and almost beaten to death before the best ever
for a meeting of ferences of the various departments.
arranged
save
could
them.
The
negroes
was sick the entire trip, and when he police
the
In addition to William T. Harris, United
council.
States
Imperial
are terrified today. The militia has
reacflCHj,(Chlcago lt WM ounu wes- the usual balls, banquets and recep commissioner of education, and Bishnot
was
made
arrived.
No
attack
yet
kry to place hira under the control
tion there will be side trips to Mt. op Spalding of Peoria, were among
Of physicians, who then declared that on Baptist.
McGregor, Lake Champlaln and other the speakers before the national couno
the patient was absolutely void of reacil. Other meetings of Interest were
places of Interest.
Welcome to American Squadron.
son, could not make connected seno
sessions of the Indian department
PORTSMOUTH, Jly 7. The Roads
tences during his conversation and, in
and the department of higher educaBAPTIST YOUNG PEOPLE.
s,
striking spectacle today,
tact, had every symptom of a derang presented
tion.
on the occasion of tho arrival of the
ed mind.
o
The fair contestant has obtained American squadron and the rousing Aaltnta Preparing for a Big Conven
The National Guard.
tlon Tomorrow.
the testimony of some of the most wolcome accorded it by the harbor
Brigadier General W. H. Whlteman,
eminent physicians of the east and ships and land batteries. The entire
adjutant
general of the New Mexloc
wrest to establish as a fact that Duns British Channel Squadron took part
ATLANTA, 0a July 7. Atlanta s National Guard, has been In Denver
In
the
Tho
pageant.
of
warships,
been
great
could
have
not
mulr
possibly
nearly all agog completing arrange the past ten days and while there
sound mind when be made bis will, dressed from stem to stern and their mentg for the International conven- visited the
of the departand to their evidence will be added aides lined with their crews, boomed tion of the BapttHt Young People'B ment of thoheadquarters
Colorado. General White-mves
American
as
forth
a
salute
the
Union. The scheduled arrivals com'
that of bartenders, bell boys and
says be expect to be able to sond
others who served the millionaire sels, led by the flagship Kearsarge, mence this evening, but the great from 200 to 250 of the National
tho
steamed
up
Roads,
will
Spltbead
Intoxicants.
past
wlih
rush of delegates and visitors
and into the harbor of Portsmouth, not be on until tomorrow morning. Guardsmen from New Mexico to the
o
army maneuvers which will be held
In the afternoon visits were exchang
Fire Prevention Congress.
Throughout the day the trains will at Fort D. A. Russol, Wyoming, next
Admiral
ed
oftheAmerlcan
Cotton
by
come In quick succession until late in month.
LONDON, July 7. Several cities if
There will be representatives
the United States and Canada are rep squadron and Lord Charles Beresford the evening with delegates from Ten- from
company In the territory,
every
and
commander
of
fleet
Channel!
the
resented at the international fire prenessee, West Virginia, New Jersey, present it is
thought, but none of the
vention congress which opened in the governor of Portsmouth. Tomor Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Con- companies will be able to send their
London today under the auspices of row Admiral Cotton and his officers necticut, Maine, New York, Iowa, full
owing to the tact
the British Fire Prevention company. will proceed to London where they Kansas, Indiana, Missouri, Vermont, that membership
a
of the guardsmen
many
great
During the sessions of tho convention, are to be offlcally received by King Nebraska, Michigan, Colorado,
have positions that lt will bo impossiEdward.
which are to continue three days, repTexas and Ohio, besides many ble to leave for the
necessary length of
o
"
resentatives of tho fir departments
parts of the Dominion of Canada. A time. Tho different companies are reof leading municipalities and officials
Minnesota Bankers.
crowd of at IcaBt 25,000 Is counted
ceiving tents, new arms and other
of fire Insurance companies will exST. PAUL. July
Minnesota on, of which more than 6,000 will be
equipments and those that are not doof
on
views
methods
association
the
Its
and
accredited
the
best
stale baukers'
change
began
delegates
regularly
ing so should by all means do all of
constructing and equipping building annual meeting In St. Paul today with remainder vudtors. Every precaution the
drilling possible betyeen now and
o as to assure a mlmlmum loss of a large and representative attendance is being taken to minimize the causes
the date set for the maneuvers In or
In
In
case of Are,
life and property
The forenoon was given over to the of accidents, and "Smoking prohibit
der that tho guard of Now Mexico
conjunction with the congress an ex- welcoming speeches
and reNponsos ed" will bo a conspicuous placard
might make as creditable a showing
hibition of automatic
Piedmont
In
of
tho prestho great auditorium at
extinguisher and to the annual address
as possible.
of
Tho reorganization
Is ident. J. W. Wheeler of Crookstnn. park, where tho general bwhIoiis are
and' other fire fighting "'apparatus
Company G. First Regiment of Infanheld
court.
at
Earl's
medical
of
the
to
of
session
staff
Features
tho
bo
The
afternoon
bold,
tclng
try, New Mexico National Guard,
o
were addresses delivered as follows: convention is completing hospital arwhich was disbanded some time ago,
Weds Russian Baron.
Bank Credit to Customers," A. L. rangements so that prompt aid may
to certain influences, was gratl
owing
Fi7.
A
no
number
to
LONDON, July
Ward of Fairmont; "Necessary
be afforded and the visitors put
large
news to General Whlteman. He
fying
Of prominent American residents in nancial and Currency
Legislation," expense for emergency attendance.
hs been using his be3t efforts to get
London attended the wedding of Miss Congressman Charles L, Fowler
if
The auditorium and also a number the
company reorganized and a strong
France Wbltehouse, daughter of Mr. New Jersey; "Bank Burglary Insur- of churches which are to be utllzeil
movement toward that end was on
and Mrs. William Fltshugh White-hous- ance," Charles Bradford, Montlcelki. for convention purposes aj-- 1elng
foot when he went north ten days
of New York, and Baron Con The convention will conclude Its sei- elaborately decorated with the four
go, but ho hardly "expected to see the
tan tine de Ramsey of Ttuarfa, which slous tomorrow.
colors of the Baptist Union, vlr.:
reorgnniztlon
accomplished by the
o
took place today in St. rotor's, Eaton
southern
for
Green,
.section; blue, time he returned to the
capital.
wedwest of tho Mississippi river; gold,
President Loubet Kept Busy.
Square. Immediately after the
briand
breakfast
the
and
for
red
the
Lou
of
east
reception
LONDON, July 7.Ireldont
Mississippi,
ding
The Largest Individual Mill Owner.
dal couple departed for Rusitla where bet met with a continuous ovation to- Canada.
From the Providence Journal.
One of the most interest Ing and at
they are to make their future home, day from the time he left York
The recent acquisition by Robt-r-t
r
will
the baron being a
to
house in the forenoon for a visit
tractive features of the gathering
of ihe Ceutreville cotton mllU
Knight
to the czar.
tho French Hospital until a late hour be the musical program. This Is In
gives him an unbroken line of mill
"
o
BaltiProfessor
of
of
at night when ho emerged from
Porter
charge
t
property four miles long In the
Ohio State Bar Association.
Garden opera house after at more, who has trained a grand chorus
addition of the
The
valley.
K'TIN-BAY- ,
,
O., July 7. Eminent tending a gala
opera performance of 1.000 voices, which will give a
spindles of the Centrevllle plant
Is Vers and Jurists of Ohio thronged given In his honor. Among other fea- concert tomorrow night and alo rena total of about 491,000 opera-lemakes
the large assembly room of the Hotel tures of the day's program were the der selections In the intervals of the
tho various Knight mills. Mr.
by
Victory this afternoon at the opening reception of various delegations nt convention sessions.
Is the largest Individual cotton
Knight
m mo annual meeting of the Ohio York House, a Inncheon at Guildhall
President John H. Chapman of Chi mill manufacturer In this
country. If
8tate Bar association. The feature given by the corporation of London cago will call the gathering to order
of the opening session waa the ad- and a banquet at tho French embassy Thursday morning and preside over not In the world.
dress of the president, John W. liar early In the evening.
the opening session. Addresses of
Her Theory.
,
rlngton of Cincinnati, Tomorrow the
o
welcome will be delivered by Govern From Pnck.
annual address before the association
or Terrell, Mayor Howell,
Shrlners at Saratoga.
Sam Why do you accept them if
will be delivered by
The
Northern and others.
Judge John s.
SARATOGA, N. Y July
you don't IntenJ to marry them?
Wise of Virginia, who will take as his twenty-ninto
annual session of the imMarie Oh, they forget lt quicker
wadset "The Constitutional View of perial council of the Ancient Order
It la claimed that exceedingly valu when they are accepted than when
Race Question." Another Inter- of Nobles
of the Mystlo Shrine open- able copper has been discovered twenty-- they are rejected and thus stop annoy
acting future of the session will be ed here today. In accordance with five
of
miles cast
TucumcarL
me.
memorial aervice In honor of the custom little business wag transacted! Messrs. Qulntana, Barnes, Young and ing
1 'yriidentJafcKlnley,
who was a during the day, the time being de Adams, who have made the find, are
If a Polander Is a Pole, a Hollander
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In warm weather when yon can get perfect bread, toothsone
cakea and pantry delivered fresh every day from

J
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COMPANY

I CRYSTAL

ICE

AS plRE
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AS CAN

BE MADE.

Crystal Ice and
Cold Storage Go,
Both Phones.......

Wall Paper,

Sherwin-William- s'

o,
Paint, Varnishes, Enamels,
Elaierlte Hoofing, Tar, Fell,
Building Papers- Jap-a-La-

Kodak

Ommn

H

Day mnd Might.
EADQUARTERS. . ..
. CAFE AND RESTAURANT
8. P. FORSVTHE

EST I El A TEQ

FURNISHED.

COAL AND WOOD.

3

PHONE

-

50.

IAS VEGAS,

Mm

Mm

A

CO.,

Prop,

Cuisine and Service
best to be had
Sole Apents for Green Rlver.Old Crow,
Euguwood and Sherwood Kyo
Whiskies.
i.
Kansas City Steaks,.
Fish and Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery Sec.
Cor. Railroad Avenue md Center Street

Phil H. Doll, as Jeweler
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Dread and Pastries
MOW.

,

-

OF 0VR

Sash,!Doors, Builders' Hardware

You can develope your
films with a

Developing
Machine.

EF

Tlrere is no dread ot
hut weather.

Away With The Dark Room

v.

ILaunddlbsir

CLEAR SOLID BLOCKS

OHDIE

d

With this
temperature
supplied in m

O

BAASCH.

.f.

Mallonml Are.

Mutua

Iusnrauce

Compa IIV.
i

fi
&

PORTlVAND,MB.
(Incorporated
1848.)

TdelasVesTeleptoCo.
LINCOLN AVCNUC.
Electrin Door Bells, Annunciators,
Huridar Alarms, and I'rlvute Telephones at Uoanonable Kates.
EXCHANGE RATES
Orrics: CM pr Annum
Keniuknck: 115 oer Annum

:

The only insurance company operating under a state law of
providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.

O. H. ADAMS. Manager,

-

New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

E. tosenwald & Son,
PLAZA."

n

Our

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

We gave the public
was a big success.
exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.
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STILL UOCOLD
Will bo dicpoccd of ct ycty LOW PRICED.
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most contplcto Una over displayed,
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shown

Shea Department.

OIUE UG A CALL

New Line of Kid Gloves
FOR EARLY FALL TRADE.

Just Received

JLAS
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Gross, Kelly & QCompany t
Jim Dumps said, "Wife, your bread and cake
Are not like mother used to make."
But when he ate, with cream, of course,
Baked apples In a nest of "Force,"
Which his good wife had fixed for him,

A..

np
Fireman Qulgley is marked
a
for
up
are
who
resting
those
among
short period.
Mrs. A. W. Wells, wife of Conductor
Wells of Albuquerque, has gone to
California for the summer.

Las Vegas and Albuquerque, New Mexico.

06

Gross

& Ohio has let confor 40,000 tons of steel rails
aggregate cost of 11,120,000.

and caKe.

The Frisco is going to spend fifteen
building the finest railway
terminals in the south at Port Chal-metmillions

day will not be called upon for any
payment, as the bonds have either
The strike of the railway freight all been extended or sold. The profhandlers at St. Joseph has been de- its to the syndicate will be distributed
clared oft, the strikers' requests being as soon as the accounts can be made
up.
granted.

is

enjoying

himself

looking over the city.

The Katy has won the big strike
declared by the blacksmith helpers
at Sedalia, and the latter will go back
to work at the old scale.
Engineer Schultz, a native son of
this division, is laying oft sick and
will use up a dose of medicine or two
before reporting himself O. K.
Fireman Donanue, tne uonneyoroon
man, who handles a scoop with all
the ease and grace of an expert, is
lingering on the rest up board.
Engineer Bowen, who is never so
happy as when he has a bad triple in
the train, Is laying oft to argue fast
runs on short time with the gang. ,
--sA new Oklahoma road is the Fort
Smith, Blackwell and Northwestern,
just organized, which will . connect
with the M., K. & T. at Cleveland,
O. T.

of maximum freight rates. This subject has been a perplexing one for
the commission for some time and
at the last session of the legislature
the commission was empowered to arrange a maximum rate that would be
acceptable to all parties concerned. It
Justice Peckam of the United States is expected that the formulation of
supreme court last week Issued an the rate sheet will tako all summer.
order restraining the Pennsylvania Mr. Willis was formerly tariff clerk
Railroad company from destroying for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
any more of the Western Union Tele- also for the St. Louis & San Frangraph company's lines. The Pennsyl- cisco.
vania had arranged to continue the
work of removing the lines in New
Pennsylvania Railroad.
Jersey, between Trenton and NewIt was officially announced on Juno
ark.
29 that the $75,000,000 of new stock
.'
has all been taken by the shareholders
A section gang has been at work and that 90 per cent of it has been
straightening out the rails In the paid up in full. As the stock was ofIt appears fered at $00 a share the issue of 1,500,-00yards at San Bernardino.
that the heavy traffic which is continshares represents to the company
ually passing over the rails tends to a cash value of $90,000,000, from which
spread them and It Is necessary to must be deducted about $2,500,000 in
keep a section gang always at work commissions to the underwriting synrepairing the wear and tear. Between dicate. From the proceeds of the new
seventeen and twenty trains a night stock issue will also be deducted a
go through the yards, some of them temporary loan of $40,000,000 made
having as many as sixty cars.
early in the present year, leaving approximately $38,500,000 as, according
to the official statement made,
Rio Grande Division O. K.
of the $90,000,000 has been
The Santa Fe pompany has again re0

sumed running its passenger trains
out of El Paso over its own line. The
Washouts at Mesqulte have been sufficiently repaired to allow the operation of trains through on slow orders.
Fireman Groh. who sports a pecu- This Is thought to be the last of the
liar cognomen, has secured an order company's trouble, as the river has
on the doctor and Is endeavoring to sufficiently subsided all along the line
take his medicine according to direc- to preclude the danger of any further
tions.
washouts.

.."''

Engineer Hansen has reported for
Electric railways In Ohio may hold
where
duty on the side of the cab
rights in the streets of the
perpetual
business is always good and where
under a decision of the Circuit
cily
all
at
can
there is use for the oil
court at Columbus last week. The
times.
court held that the Columbus Railway
In perpetuity
whom company has franchises
Miller,
Conductor E. B.
in four of the principal thoroughfares
of
"haptitle
the
knows
by
everybody
in that city, and dismissed the quo
py" Is now a patient at the hospital
warranto proceedings brought by the
the
for
there
remain
will
and
likely

prosecuting attorney to oust the comnext ten days.
pany from its claims. The case will
taken at once to the supreme court
he
Southern
the
that
It is quite possible
Pacific company will build a commo- of the state for final settlement.
dious hotel to replace the San Xavler
The Missouri railroad commission
Just destroyed at Tucson. There Is
a need of a high class hotel at the has secured the services of J. M. Willis, of St. Louis to arrange a schedule
depot there.

paid In.
.

Excursion.
AlamOgOrdo
Eight coach loads of excursionists
left El Paso Saturday morning for Alamogordo to attend the Fourth of July
celebration given by Seneca tribe of
Red Men of the Pass City. This was
the largest excursion which had left
El Paso for many months, and prob
ably excels any that ever left the
city. More than 550 tickets were sold
by the E. P. & N. E. railway. The
coaches were all crowded, and num
bers of people were standing on the
front and rear platforms as the train
In addition to the excur
departed.
sionists to Alamogordo the train carried twenty-fivpersons en route to
The latter will remain
Cloudcroft.
at the summit of the Sacramento
Concha's
mountains until Monday.
band went with the Red Men. A va
ried program of amusements had been
arranged by the Red Men and the
citizens of Alamogordo.
e

railroad, which the

The Honduras

tome runs with it.

,

baggage car passed Ihrough her
the other day which plainly showed
that It had been in swim back in Kansas or somewhere. The high water
mark was plainly visible half way
lip- the car and it showed other signs
of having been out in the wet.
A

uuimmuYULiv

and

BUILDERS

-

Santa Fe surveyors on the proposed
are camped near
Santa Fe cut-of-f
It is said that this road
will parallel the Rook Island from
near Santa Rosa to Logan and thence
ti&e a northeasterly direction
via
Texllne to a point on the Santa Fe In
Kansas.
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C ORRECT
COMMERCIAL

PRINTING

Letter Heads
Envelopes

Programs
Invitations
Catalogs
Blank Books
Keceipt Books

TShe

Optic Job Rooms

Printer

knows
How to o 9 3 9

M.

N.

Firs Proof, Eleotrta Lighted.
Steam Hotted. Contrslly Located.
Baths and Sanitary Plumbing
Throughout.
Lnr.o Satmple Room' for Com.

SALE!

CLEARING

ER

FE.

SANTA

The Variety Is Immense.
The Quality In Tremendous.
The Values are Unprecedented.
MID-SUMM-

CLAIRE

HOTEL

merolal Men.
X American or European Plan,

Special Good Values All This Week.

GEO. E. ELLIS.
Proprietor and Owner.
"

1,000 YARDS
i

special
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Model Restaurant.
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15c QUALITY.
SIXTH STREET
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mna. war. mom,
THE BEST MEALS

i

in the City

Prompt Table Service
Rock Island Project
A prominent business concern of
Globe recently received a letter from
the president or a banking and brokerage company, located in one of the
cities M the middle west, making inquiries as to the location of coal and
timber lands In Arizona, and from
which it appears thero is a well organized project for the building of a
new trunk lino of railroad through
Now Mexico and Arizona to the Pacific coast. The letter is as follows:
in
I am Interested
"Gentlemen
building a railroad through your territory from a point along the Rock Island road above White Oaks and between White Oaks and Santa Rosa,
New Mexico, through the Black Mesa
forest reservation, White Mountain
Indian reservation, Prcscott forest
reservation and the Colorado Indian
reservation of Arizona. Cau you tell
me of any coal or timber lands In
your district, and would you bo of any
assistance to us If we made it to
your interest? We have raised ten
million dollars to build 1,200 miles
of railroad through the center of Arizona, New Mexico and California. Can
you send us any sample of coal along
your district and report of the coal
and timber land? Let us hear from
you by return mail."

Interchangeable mileage.
The protest was entered In connec
tion with the Rock Island's vote on a
proposition submitted for the purpose
of giving effect to the conclusion of
yesterday's meeting.
This proposition provides for tho
f the 2.000
absolute discontinuance
mile stub ticket which Is now on sale
by Individual roads alongside tho credential form, but is not good for Interchangeable mileage.
The last half of the year 1903 has
begun, and It Is hoped It will not try
to bo as tempestuous as the first half.

!

Lomt
ATT.1Y

In other wards
We turn out
Everything a

Store.

Prices Mvich Less Than Any Other Store

- - - 2 Per 2Uo.

Another

Note Heads

.see

J. P. Morgan ft Co. announce that
the syndicate formed by them some
weeks ago to underwrite the extension of $21,500,000 Chicago, Burling
ton ft Quincy bonds maturing Mon- -

assent.

protest was filed with
the chairman of the Western Passenger Association yesterday by the Rock
Island against what It regards as its
exclusion from the meeting of the
interchangeable mileage bureau was
hold yesterday to discuss the discon
tinuance of the credential from the

tif

Seven thousand persona traveled on
the Santa Fe to see the Grand Canyon
of Arizona last year. The number
may reach ten thousand for 1903. This
is a hundred times as many as used
to go annually to the canyon In the
old stage coach days.

government of Honduras is stated to
have confiscated for alleged violation
of contract, was acquired a few years
syndicate of
ago by an American
which Senator C. M, Depew is president. The road runs from Puerto Cortes to San Pedro Sula, 58 miles, and
the plan was to extend it to the Pacific coast, the entire distance across
the continent being not much over
200 miles. Tho route lies nearly 1,000
miles north of the Panama railroad,
and if the road is evor built it should
be able to do considerable transcontinental business. The country to bo
crossed, however, is very difficult, and
it does not seem, to have been found
easy to raise the millions necessary
for its construction, in addition to tho
very large amount already sunk. British holders of a large amount of Honduras bonds offered to tako tho railroad and $4,200,000 in settlement of
their claims, but the congress rufused

A vigorous

Fireman Graham, the tall boy who
plays ball once in a great' while just
for amusement, has announced him- ready to once more take up the
scoop and endeavor t omake a few

Dcu!aAn::i

Enrrttlii.

Sells

& BRO,

E. CRITES,

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And tho Only EnoluRlve Dry Good

Engineer Hyre has been assigned
to duty on the Waldo branch and has
left for that place to take hold of the

Fireman Holmes, better known as
Fatty Felix, is marked up on tne lay

LEVY

...HENRY

X

throttle.
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Cevfss Little for Other Fod.
4,I trust you will not publish my name, but 1
felt that I owed it to your company to express my
esteem for a food, which by using has caused me to feel
that it so far satisfies appetite that I care very little for
anv other food."
11
ttuuo luruiBucu ua application.)

I2tk aad National.

tt

Richards Co., Tucumcari, N. M..

&

Home Phone 149.

beats bread

n

and

Geo. T.

PELTS A SPECIALTY
X

The Baltimore

off board

Al

WOOL, HIDES

Charlie Haines, the veteran brake-maof the Santa Fe branch, has gone
to California for his annual vacation.

M.

Samples New On Display

The iew Santa Fe station buildings
at San Marclal will he completed within the next six weeks.
tracts
at an

E.LasVtas,N.

t

WHOLESALE HERCHANTS

"This beau Ma's foodTcrled "Sunny Jim.",

Qsorgs T. Hill,

Dear Sir:
You ara the only agent w ft
X will have In Las Vegas during
X the present season.
Your Truly,
CO.
X
ALFRED PIATS
Prize Wall Papers.

(Inoorpormtott.)
Fireman Stephens is one of those
who are marked off for an uncertain
period.
.i

Mr.

BAGCIl

TIP-TO-

P

King of All Olgmrm.

- HIAWATHA
mmt Union
Hon

Mmnulaetufd

fcy
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mmdm
SOHEELC,
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-

Mm4m.

Awmi

Bo.

-

Lorn Vogmm.

At

$ CERRILLOS
I SOFT COAL

I

gs FJLfAZA.

HOTEL

l S Anthracite
V

WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.

MEALS SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY

Try our Sunday Dinners.
AMERICAN

We make Special Rates to Single Torties and Families
and Board

LAS VEOAS,

:
9.

-

-

seeking lloom

Wood.

HAY and GRAIN

James o'orn::s,
net Unomlm,

Oor, Twaltlh

FIRST CUHN M12RVICB.

PLAN.

Coal, Charcoal and

Colo

'Phone

Los Vetfiis 41

NEW MEXICO.

1902

LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

WALL PAPER
A largo and

-

Foundry and Hcchlno Chop.
"

Mill and Mining Machinery built and repaired,
Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Canting made. Ageut for Chandler
& Taylor Oo.'t Engine, Boilers and Haw Mills, Webster and Union
Gasoline Eugines and Hoisters, Pumping Jacks.
Best power for
Also the
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No smoke, no danger.
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Towers. Call and see us.

j.

c. anion,

elegant line

of the very latest
signs just in

proprietor.
i

de-

-

at....

R. P.
n-

HESSER,

- Painter
Paper Hanger.

Ora4 Are., opp. Sun Miguel NatBank

saggBBasssassBaesaass
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Greet July Clereoice Sale !
BOYS' SMALL WARES.
10c

Cambric Handkerchiefs

20c

Hoe Supporters.

READ THESE VALUES.

.....4c
12c

........

.22c
Balbrijfgan Underwear.
13c
Outing Shirt Waist..
25c Leather Knee Protector .
- .22c
85c Star and Mother's Friend Shirt
Waist Sizes, 7, 8 9, 10, and 12....4'Jc
40c Men's Clue Denim Overalls
19c
35c

25c

35c Doys' Knee Pants.
19c
85c Corduroy Knee Pants at
49c
85c Boys' Washable Sailor Suits... '..48c
95c Boys' Muslin Night Shirts ......49c
35c Boys' Neckwear, Tecks, Bands. . . 19c

35c For 10 yds Best Fancy Lawns.
39c For 10 yds Nottingham Lace
wide for Panel Curtains.
$1.00 For 12 yds Best Assortment of
Fancy Dimities and Lawns,
10c A pair for Misses' Black Silk Mitts.
10c each for Misses' Empire Fans.
19c each for Ladies' Black Lawn Waistg.
25c each 50c Grades Misses' Linen Skirts
50c each for 75c Grade of Mitten and Ladies Skirts in White Piqte, Dlxs
Duck and Linen.
69c each for $1 00 value in Ladies Votji
15-inc-

Skirts.

.

h'

.

$2.98 Each for 7x7 Heavy 8 -oz Vdl Tc:

;umii::nHiimi:iiKHtK:;;::;

i

"v

LAS
THE EVENTFUL FOURTH.
In addition to the great decision by
our Revolutionary forefathers which
gave the chief significance to the day,
the Fourth of July is notablo, also, is
the anniversary of many other important events, as follows:
An expedition from Virginia, under
Major George Rogers Clark, on July
4, 1778, captured the British fort at
Kaskaskla, 111,, and on the same day
the massacre at Wyoming took place,
On July 4, 1781, W'illlanisburg, Va.,
was evacuated by the British, under
Cornwall's, while he was making his
retreat from Richmond to the sea.
On July 4, 1804, 99 years ago, the
first mail stage began running once
a week from Pittsburg to Philadal-phia- .
and on July 4, 1817, the construction of tho Erie canal was begun In
Tbomaj Jefferson, third president if
the United States, who was born In
Monticello, Va.. In 1734, died on July
On the same day Jobn Ad4, 1826.
ams died. He was born In 1735, and
was the second president of the Unit
ed States.
On July 4, 1828, Charles Carroll
of Carrolton, one of the singers of the
Declaration of Independence, laid the
first rail of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad. Another president died on July
4
Jarae Monroe, fifth president of the
United States in 1831.
On July 4, 1845, Texas was annexed
to tbe United States by a convention
of the citizens ratifying the action of
the United States senate. In 1818 on
July 4, a treaty of peace with Mexico
On
was proclaimed at Washington,
the same day, In the same year, !he
f
ceremony of the laying of the
the Washington Monument at
Washington took place . The ceremo
ny was performed 'y President Polk
On July 4, 1851, Daniel Webster
mado the oration at the cornerstone
laying for the extension of the United
Stales capital.
The members of what was termed
tho Kansas Free State Legislature as
sembled at Topeka on July 4, 1856, but
were dispersed by United States
troops by direction of Colonel Su.n- -

iff
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live stock in all parts of the country.
This would be a bad thing for the
Western range men, because the rise
would be due directly to the increase
which bad taken place in tbe expense
GRANT COUNTY VOICE.
of their business, but It would be a
The report of the asylum Investigafor stockmen everywhere
tion committee was made public this good thing
else, for, without increasing their exIn
Enteras
foretold
the
and
week,
penses in breeding stock and marketprise last week, exonerated the asy- ing it. It would
Increase their receipts
lum officials in the majority report.
from the cattle marketed. Kansas
A minority report was made by 3.
V. Chavez, Esq., in which he agrees City Journal.
in great measure with the majority,
A Discredited June.
dissenting f rofn fMafWF In gjJyltwo From the Torrlngton (Ct.) Register.
items thoj 4 concerning theSffjcia!
This is the last day of a June that
conduct oti tfe 'matron and tvreon-mendatlo- has
of
the
spoiled the reputation
that the superintendent month for a long time to come. Beshould reside on he asylum grounds.
gun In smoke and drouth, carried
The former Is simply an honct;dlf- - along In flood and drizzle for the best
ference of opinion. The majority were part of its course, and ending in fickle
inclined to question the testimony of
uncertainty, June, 1903, will go down
those who appeared against the ma- In
history as a month duplicates of
tron; Mr. Chavez was inclined to be- which we will appreciate more by
lieve it. That's all. With regard to their
rarity than their frequency.
Mr. Chavez's recommendation that the
the
on
superintendent should live
Impressive Event.
asylum. grounds, it would certainly be From the Denver Post.
a Herculean task to Induce a reputa
King Alphonse will review the Spanble physician to live on the salary now ish fleet next month. One of the ves
paid to a superintendent and cut off sels Is stationed at home and the
all opportunity for outside practice. It other has been ordered home for the
la up to the people to raise the salary event.
of the superintendent and secure a
Vidtlms of Corner.
man who is willing to devote his enEleven Fall River cotton mills are
tire time to the care and treatment of
Insane patients. Sljver City Enter- closed this week on account of the
corner in cotton. For the same reaprise.
son a Huntsvllle, (Ala.) mill has suspended its night run, the Eufala,
Methodists Helped Him.
That staunch Methodist institution, (Ala.) mills have closed for two
Wesleyan unlveralty, confers the de- months, tho Princeton mills at Athgree of LL. D. on Gov. Bates. He has ens, Oa., have shut down "for a few
long been known as a "favorite son" weeks," and the Georgia manufacturof that church, which has played no ing company at Gainesville has shut
small part In the political advance- down, not to resume operations again
ment of John L. Bates. Much earnest "until fall." These mills are the latlabor was in evidence when he sought est In quite an extended southern list
election as speaker of the Massachu- to suspend, This Is the work ofa few
setts house of representatives, and speculators, who are just now rolling
again when tho contest for nomina- In millions of paper profits.
tion as lieutenant-governo- r
between
A detachment of the grading forces
Bates and Guild was In progress.
Thus the republican leaders of a of the Santa Fe railway at Kennedy
has arrived In Santa Fe and comneighboring city, who had promised
Its delegates to Gujld, were surprised menced work on the grade within the
In the yards.
There
ner.
when the attempt was made on cau- city limits and
in the camp
are
men
about
The statue of Washington in Union cus
thirty
night to deliver the goods. Men
This force has
Square was dedicated on July 4, 185(1, not hitherto seen In the caucuses ap- with fifteen teams.
surren
at. Kennedy for several
been
and on July 4, 1863, Vicksburg
engaged
conon
the fateful night in
peared
dercd to General Grant. Five years
"Who are these months doing the work on the gradtrolling numbers.
Bur
the
same
on
the
day,
ing of the overhead crossing at Galis-tethereafter,
asked
a
puzzled leader.
strangers?"
switch, about one and a half miles
llngton treaty with China was signed "Tbe whole Methodist church Is out
at Washington, and on the same day tonight," was the answer. Venerable from Kennedy and where tho tracks
tho president of tho United States is- fathers In the Israel of the church of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
It was a re
sued an amnesty proclamation pardon- which John Wesley founded
still railway are crossed.
ing an rebels not under1 presentment speak of our governor as "Johnny" mendoys undertaking and it is said
to be one of the finest pieces of rail
or indictment in United States courts. Bates, and rejoice
that
"Johnny
On July 4, 1884, a monument to comes
Into the prominence road engineering in the southwest.
marching"
The over head bridge Is ne'arlng com
Francis Scott Key was unveiled In of hlh
public office. Springfield Re
Golden Gate Park, In San Francisco.
pletion and will be ready for tho cross
publican.
The above are only a few of the
ing of tho track laying machine as
o "
soon an the gap between Morlarty and
more significant achievements of the
Made His Way.
Is completed, which
"Glorious Fourth." the result of which
Myron Herrlck, the republlean nom Clark stations
are being felt with increased force In inee for govemor of Ohio, Is a million It is believed, will be about the mid
all parts of the world as the years aire, but he has not forgotten the die of next week.
roll by and the love of liberty becomes time when he was without a dollar
The track laying forces of the Santa
stronger and stronger,
aud received $5 for a local news arti
Fe Central railway between Kennedy
cle ho turned Into the St. Louis Globeand Morlarty station are about fifteen
Tho postal deficit for the fiscal year Dcmoerut,
pretending that no was a miles
as
apart. About ten miles of track
ending June 30, last Is 14.617,20.1,
us
he
Kansas
toured
reporter. Later
have
been constructed north of Mo- Inst
for
deficit
of
$2,901,170
a
against
for
a solicitor and correspondent
mid about nine miles of steel
surno
riurty
causes
deficit
year. The big
All or bis western exper
Journal.
rails on band, it Is expected that work
had
seandal
The
big
prise.
iences helped him to succeed Inter
the present week will be push
El Paw during
prepared the people for the worst.
when his chance came.
and that by Monday
energetically
ej
News.
of next week, tho gap between the
The United States supreme court Is
two constructing gangs will be about
tifWiave an experience with compulAre '.there Flies on Kansas City?
five miles. As soon as a Junction Is
sory vaccination by way 'of an 'appeal From New York Press.
the track laying machine will
effected,
from the Massachusetts law on the
Theer are more flies in Kansas City
In the public Interest the than any other city In the world, I be- be sent to Santa Fe and work from
subject.
statute should readily "take."
lieve. When a palron of one of the there will commence In earnest.
hotels there ems a meal, particu
big
Celebrated Too Much Units Colin,
Chicago women have Indorsed and
"socks' and the his larly the noon dinner of the West, !ie clerk at the Claire hotel, Santa Fe,
adopted-men'Is obliged to screen his mouth to keep
started to celebrate the Fourth Satur
toric Hiisiienders remain about the
from swallowing a handful of the
of
man's
appa
article
distinctive
day morning In a manner which Is
ouly
liH
In ordinary conversation
mi and even they are sometimes pests.
customary in some of the states but
buccal cavity Is covered with a gaii?e not In
He walked In
New Mexico.
called "gallusses."
to prevent the swarm from choking
front of the hotel and began emptying
him. As a result, tho residents of Km his
AJbuquorque Wool.
revolver. He had fired but three
Yesterday Karl Snyder brought luto sas City are fast becoming a silent shots when a policeman nabbed him
tbe Record office some samples bo race, for talking Is too difficult and thinking he was shooting up the town
Men sol
bad Just received from the Albuquer dangerous a proposition.
and escorted hlra to Jail, He was la
dom salute each other ornlly; they
were
mills.
The
woolen
samples
ter released when It was learned that
que
bow and pass on.
he did not know he was breaking the
as fine as come from any loom In tba
law but Deputy Sheriff C. R. Hubor
world, and the best part of It Is not
Mr. Hitchcock and the Cattle Men
applied the warrant and took Cohn In
that they are all wool and several
Again,
charge. Ho was later allowed to go
yards wide, but that they are home
Secretary Charles F, Martin de'
grow nand home made. Tho wool clares that tho Natlonnl Live Stock on bond.
and
manufacMexico
New
In
Is grown
Go to Patty's for poultry netting,
Association Intends to make a fight to
fabrics herev Such a finish to
tured
Ethan Allen Hitchcock window screen, lawn hose and garden
get
136-t- f
factories as this will some day put removed from tho office of secretary tools.
New Mexico well t the front In pop- of the Interior. The stockmen's cm
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
nlatlon and resources. Roswell Rec- plaint against Mr. Hlteheook Is that
rooms with bath and electric light
ord.
he strictly enforces the federal laws convenient to both towns.
Call at
..
o
and regulations for the protection of 1015
188-t- f
Dougles avenue.
After ths Murderer.
the Western forest reserves. The Na
The traders on the southern side of tional Live Stock Association Is
very powerful organization, and Mr
the Navajo reservation iu New Me
Ico have subscribed f 135 to be offered Hitchcock Is not likely to have much
as a reward for evidence that will peace as long as It is after hi scalp
It seems very doubtful, however,
lead to the arrest and conviction of
the
officials of Ihe association will g"!
who
murdered
or
persons
the person
ON
Emmelt Tlpkln at the Box S ranch the undivided sii)Miri of (heir own
on the 12th or 1.1th of June. The com members In this proposed Unlit. They
missloners of MeKlnley county also will be backed by the cnttlemen of the
and
West who until recent years were ul
have offered a reward of fl0, mak
will
on
at
to
lawed
stock
their
graze
i!35
Ing a total reward now offered of
$
the public lands, but the stockmen of
,
0
the rest of the country have not the
OF
Sincere Sorrow.
saute Interest In the matter.. In fact
In the death of Judge H. B. Hamll their Interest seems to He In
Everything in ,
exactly
ton at El Paso Monday night, the the
If
for
direction.
existing
opjioslte
Hard nitre,
southwest loses a clean, honest man est reserve regulations continue to be
Tlnwiirc,
He
ml ihe bar an able advocate.
Kiiutiieletltt are,
strictly executed, the expense of proOil lory, elf,
numbered as his friends all the peo- ducing cattle In the west is sure to
ple la ihe Fifth district, over which be considerably Increased and the sup
he formerly presided, and their sor ply from this section of the country
Thompson Hardware Co
row that death has claimed him Is sin, Is likely lo be reduced. The necessacere. Carlsbad Argus.
ry effect will be a rise In Ihe value of
-
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TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 7, 1903
The largest dally newspaper In the
territory The Optic.
The largest weekly newspaper
the territory The Optic.

In

The sun and showers of tbo'present
are Ideal from an agricultural standpoint.

.4'

The evening street car service (g
being greatly appreciated and the
4
company la malting money.
The citizens of the east eldd should
complete arrangements for a weekly
baud concert at a desirable point.
Whatever reply Russia may nialio to
the appeal in behalf of the Jews, alie
will come out of the controversy wors
ted in the eyes of the civilized world

The lack of a logical candidate would
not worry the democratic party so
much if It bad a logical issue; There
doesn't seem to be anything logical
In its supply shop this year.
The Commoner baa quit its weekly
mentioning of good presidential tlm
bur, notwithstanding that the supply
of obscure men of Populiatle proclivities is by no means exhausted,"

JJadJofT Whitney's jilan to hold
mmmnt --wnspwKtgq imriy nines in
air been promulgated a few centuries
ago It might have met with the same
wondering credulity as did the tale of
Mahomet's suspended coffin.
The need of harvest bunds in Kansas is felt acutely, but the governor
has not yet been asked to empty the
penitentiary Into the grain fields.
This shows that Kansas can be conservative when she wants to.
While they are dying of heat In
New York and freezing Id death in
Colorado, Kansas City Is enjoying the
delights of a ''mean" 'temperature
they
says the Kansas City Star.
always did have a mean climate, in
Kansas City.

Y,

The neindeer Limited Mall is now
Alaska,
running from Point Barrow
to Nome, a thousand miles. It has
the unique advantage that if the dining car service proves Inadequate anywhere along the route you can eat the
locomotive.
While admiring The Dally Optic
and Its many good qualities don't forget that the Weekly Optic Is still In
nd Is without exception
existence
the largest weekly paper published In
the territory. Just what you need If
you live In the country and want to
keep up with the times.
Charles M. Schwab, now shoijidered
out of the' control of the bililosdollar
steel trust, has had a lively ruiiajof the
strenuous life. The throns of.an Industrial potentate is no longer his.
lint the broken man has his millions.
Good health and sound nerves would
be worth all of them.

It appears to be settled that Mayor
Tom Johnson of Cleveland must take
the Ohio democratic nomination for
governor If it is to be prevented from
going to Zimmerman of Springfield, or
some one else not In sywpaby "with
the Johnson platform of radicalism.
There appears to be no chance whatever vf victory at the polls for the
under any leader, but John'
son will probably take the nomination
raiher than t ti, ,mrly fau buck
into the hands of the cousei vat Ives.
The

report on the annual death
rate among Christian
scientists
which was published at the Christian
science convention tn Boston, Is likely
lo make experts tn rltal statistics rub
their eyes. Tbo, report
to the
effect that the death rate this year Is
2.24 per 1.000,, against that of 18.73

"ss

per 1.000 la the city of Boston for the
year 1902, Ua mortality in the mem
bership of the mother church being
lower tbaa that of last year, which
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Strength

Quality

WATCHES

JEWELRY

Strong and
Durable, in
Cases that
Will Protect Them.

.
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'

IN

Style, Finish and
Manufacture,

FIRST-CLAS- S

REPAIRING

A. T. & S. F. Watch Inspector

TTAlUJIPEfilFr
- -

-

Jeweler and Optician,

GOG

Douglas Avenue.

"

on
Mens' fine Straw Hats.

corner-stonoo-

We have

the finest

and most complete line in the city.

emtio

IPirudSQGo BGD

Panamas - Porto

Ricos- - -

tim

MM

Manilas

SPORLEDER SHOE

CO.

HASONIC TEMPLE

o

Yum!
Yum!
!
I

Into-fine-

WE BRAG

i

High Quality

Low Prices

Very large and choice variety;
sets

ceilings and borders,

- MASONIC TEMPLE,
Sells the Famous
Meal
Quick
Ranges
and the Perfect

GEHRING

ON THE ROAD

for
1

I

Lumber (Sol

UllooRE
J:

GROCER.

for walls,

complete

F.

now

post-offic- e

s

notExquisite
to bo seenpatterns
elsewhere.

Watermelons I
CAR. LOAD!

Art Wall PaperS

High

!
!

Challenge

Refrigerators

Full Assortment Fishing Tackle

it::1 r?

Crown the Feast

Hammocks In Variety

m5 ...

SIZES

LL

SADDLERY

ftgg2j Salad Dressing

HARNESS.

is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold
'

AMERICAN

Meat, Fowl, Egga.aud

Ferndell

ing comblnatimruf pure
Non6 so
Ingredients.
good, it never gets!

c

(13

,

cent a bottle

;

-- AT-

..BOUCHEIVS..

Rmlni

rNopreuureou
HiptorBack.

Severest
Hernis
Willi Com tort.

Noandentrapt,
Never moves,

For Sal by

O. G. SCHAEFER
DRUGGIST
Las

liK.

:K

LIGHT,
COOL.
Buy lo Wear.

ran-ranc-

j

Las

Lli

jf

TRUOO.

is the smoothest, richest
and tastiest, most relish- -

35 and

KTW

SILVER

Vi-ri-

Veins

'I'hnnc

Roller

Mills,!

flOUR, CRAHAM.

Las Vegas 1

Dealer In
CORK MEAl, BRAN

WHEAT, ETC.
Ubrliest cash price
imtd for Mllllns- Whpnt.
Colorado Swit Wheat fi:r Hitle lu tfoiwon
LAS VCGAS, N. M.

IH
If you want to gain flesh and feel
well drink Macbeth
pure,
water;
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; delivered where you want It by Feter
188-t- f
Roth.

Ftttingor has Just received a fine
assortment of picture frame mouldings and mats; also tbe latest patterns
and colorings In wall paper. f20

...TRI
U.

Santa Rosa

WEEKLY

',

WELL BALANCED.

Your accounts cannot well get In a
tanirle if vour mnnnv to ,lnnr.ai4 a.i ,lf k
and all payments made through this
UilllK.
It. is

-

our

htilrua

fr

4,,L--

nf-

your business the banking part of it
-- and we do it with the
accuracy that,

131

J. R.SMITH, Prop.
Wholesale unci

ear Sa

...

S. Mail and

Passenger Stage

comes from experience.
Is a guarauc
i ne DanK's past
tee for the future. history .
1
of
aud
Deposits
upwards receWsd.

Plaza Trust

&

Savings Bask,

LAS VfcOAS, N. M.

Jkkfehnon RiTNoi.iw, President,
Hekua D. Mtxks. Viiw-P-

Haixit

rc

tUTNOLDFiCaftbler.

Eugenio Riimtro, Prop.

Leaves Las Vegas Poetofflce
7 o'clock a. tn. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
Arrives at 8anta Rosa
at e p. m. the same day.
RatUi
One Way, 8.; Round Trip, 111.
To or frou Bado de Juan Pals, S3
Express Carried at Reaionsbk Chargtc.
AGENTS
Ruinirer It Judi'll.l'entcr M.,Lii Vtwis
Pima, Lai Vegas

E. Boeenwald & Son,

S. R.

Dearth

Undertaker and y
Embalmer.
Cut Flowers....
and Monuments..
Both 'Phones.
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PERSONAL

BEAT HIM

FOURTH OF JULY BLAZE.

TO OEATH.

Trouble Between the Navajo and
guna Indians Investigated.

m nma. onmm qqqt

THE
La- -

Thousand Dollars' Loss Re
sult From Santa Fe Fire.

Several

MOST COMMODIOUSS

--

DINING ROOM
Hon. J. S, Raynolds is here from El
Paso.
Sam Goldsmith went up to Ocate
thU morning.
Donlcio Martinez wag in from San
Pablo today.
F. N. Baca left last evening for his
ranch near Clayton.
M. Gilbert registers at the Plaza
from Little Bock, Ark.
Ray Thomas is down from Raton
on business and pleasure.
Dr. Wm. Porter Mills is rusticating
at Harvey's tor a few days.
Attorney J. D. W. Veeder has re
turned from a business trip to Albu
querque.
Jose Dario and Marcario Ventanas
were in from! Las Ventanas on
busi-nes-

today.
Antonio Maests left yesterday for
Ocate, "where he will look after his

ranch interests.
Governor and Mrs. M. A. Otero ar
rived this afternoon to spend a few
days in the city.
Secretary of the Territory W. J,
Raynolds and his little son fare in the
city for a short visit.
Jose and Miguel Tenorio of Tremen-tinwere in the city today on business with the merchants.
E. Chacon, the
attorney,
returned yesterday from a flying trip
to Trinidad and vicinity.
Mrs. Barny Daly returned from Min
eral Hill last evening, where she has
been spending several weeks.
Ambrosio
Madrill, a prominent
ranchman of Las Cruces, was calling
on the dealers in staples tday.
Morton and Jake Stern, sons of the
west side merchant, have gone to
Wagon Mound for a short visit.
Frank Carpenter, the La Cinta Can
yon ranchman, was in the city yesterday on business and pleasure com
bined.,
Mrs. W. C. Hurt, wife of the pop
.tilar Santa Fe conductor, is in return
from a, pleasant visit to friends in
Albuquerque.
Editor E. A. Drake of the Socorro
Chieftain passed through Las Vegas
yesterday on his way to his old home
In the Hawkeye state.
Miss Virginia Easley, daughter of
Div. Supt. F. J. Easley, and her guest
Miss Eva Duff, have returned from
an outing near San Marcial.
Mrs.. Hoffman, formerly Miss Julia
Danzlger, of this cityi is here from
Meyersville, Miss., on a visit to ber
mother, sister and brothers.
Cleofes Romero, one of the best
sheriffs San Miguel county ever pos
sessea, left this afternoon for Santa
Fe on business connected with his
well-know-

.

oifU-e-

.

-

United States
Judge
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, has
returned from Laguna, where he Investigated the recent trouble between
the Navajo and Laguna Indians. He
found that the trouble was caused
by the Navajos. On St. John's day a
marauding band of Navajos, nearly
all of whom were Intoxicated, rode
into the pueblo and tried to take part
in the festival. They grew boisterous
and attempted to break up the ceremonies and seemed anxious to precipitate a fight The Lagunas grew tired
of this and tied many of the Navajos
up until the exercises were over. This
greatly angered the Navajos, and they
vowed vengeance on the first Laguna
Indian they should find, man, woman
or child. A few days later two Navajos rode to the pueblo and learned
that Jose Ensino, a rich and influential Laguna Indian, had gone to his
corral. They followed him there and
met him as he was starting home.
One road on each side of him, and
as they rode along beat him with the
ends of their quirts that are loaded
with lead. Ensino rode rapidly to get
away from them, but was unable to do
so, and they beat him until he fell
from his horse. They then left him.
Ensino got up, walked a short dis
tance and then fell, where he died
Is
soon afterwards. The evidence
conclusive
and the Navajos are
known.
A. J. Abbott,

NEW SANATORIUM.
Magnificent Home of Late Senator
Stephen W. Dorsey Transformed
'
'
into Beautiful Resort.
At Chico Springs about one hundred
miles north of this city, a sanatorium
has been opened, primarily for the
treatment of tuberculosis.
The institution was formerly the
residence of
Stephen W.
Dorsey. The rooms are all large and
airy, and of hygienic finish.
Here Mr. Dorsey lavishly expended
money to beautify the place. On the
grounds he built an artificial cement
lagoon two hundred feet long, near
which stands a picturesque fountain
carved of brown stone.
Dr. H. B. Masten of New York after
spending some time treating tubercu
losis eases In this territory has acquired the Dorsey place, and is cons
institution.
ducting a
The physicians of this city believing
the opning of a sanatorium here to
be a worthy enterprise have generous
ly extended a hand of welcome and
support to Dr. Masten and the Chico
first-clas-

springs sanatorium.
Narrow

Gregorio and Juan Pedro Garcia
were in the city today from Los Conchas after supplies and other neces
sary articles of an existence upon a
ranch.
Jas. Tierney, son of street commis
sioner
of
passed
Albuquerque,
through the city yesterday on his way
to Chicago where he has accepted a

Escape

the

Harold,

old son of Mr. and Mrs. For-

Santa Fe experienced a fierce fire
Saturday night as a result of the Independence Day celebrating of somebody, says the New Mexican. It as
about 8:30 o'clock when somebody
fired

a

which

skyrocket

instead

IS

of

J.

WEDNESDAY,

o

Second Grand
Operatic Concert
(nx bequest)
,
By the Celebrated Italian Tenor,

Chevaljer
Pietro Buzzi

of

Carriage,

Wagons,

We offer every Item In the
FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT

--

the Piece
to select from. . . .
lood

RUSSell,

TAILOR.

Furniture Co.
The Las Vegas Light A Fuel Co.,
For the most beautiful rooms In the Rosenthal
are now prepier to furnish Willow southwest, go to La Pension In the
Next
to
Union Telegraph
Western
Creek coal at 11.50 por ton Centered,
165tf.
Coon block.
office, Las Vegas, N. M.
127 tf
or 13.90 by the cir

WOOL,

AND

HIDES

M AK
Meat Market

PELTS

L. V. Phona 230. Southwest

DEALERS IN

i

.

.
All Kinds of Native Produce,
Plows,

.

i

Harrows,

Gray'i Threshinj Machine,
Hay, Rakes, Bain Watfons,

Grain and Wool Bags, Bailing Ties, Fence Wire. Etc
Ranch Supplies, Navajo Blankets,
Hay, Grain and Feed.

SAMPLE

If
n
TT

CLEAN, DYE
and REPAIR
men's clothing and ladles' fine

1 DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
1 1

Wholesale aud Retail Dealea

LAS VEOAS, KEW KSXIOO.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

In

1

JUL

Security Stock and Poultry Food
Both 'Phono 523.

429 Mansexnarea

Our Work Will Please You
Sixlh Street, Between Grand and R. R. Avenues

ESTABLISHED 1888.

Dr. B. M. Williams.
DENTIST V

Tho moat modern ooUaneoo
for
Dentistry. V V
Laa Vagaa. N. M
Bridge St.
lo

..

BARBER SHOP..
CtNTtB STREET

..PARLOR

8

f

5

. . FIRST CLASS

.

WORKMEN

O.L0NOORV, Put.

s
tailor-garments. Also
GITS
lug. Work guarantee-)- .
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.
1

high-clas-

OOLEY'S LIVERY for comfort-- f
rigs and reliable teams.
Vehlelea For Sale.
Standard
work In buggies, surreys, roai
wagons, etc. Bridge street, wcf
side.

y able

Avonuo. V

Chaffin & Duncan,

Itrlfled Brick Sidewalks, everlasting, handsome, economical
Work of atl kinds In native red
stone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. AQ
work guaranteed. Wallace A
Davis, "Vegas 'Phone 286.

HOT08,
VIEWS,
BUTTONS,
developing and finishing for amateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for balls and
parties. J. B. Martinez, tent opp.
189-lcity hall.

LINE AMOLE SOAPS.

HAY, BRAIN AND FEED

native

I

Cultivators,
McCormick'i Mowers and Reapers"

1

Cer. Plata.

Both Kaneaa City and
Meats.

1 1

Six-roo-

15-t-

GROCERS..;

1

In

20 per

$2,00 for $2.50 Gold Medal Folding
If you wish to borrow tnonev It will
Cota.
to
of
pay you
investigate the plan
thn Aetna Ttullrllnir aanrwlntlnn
fn. $6.80 for $8.50 Golden Oak Clief fooLOST On Sunday between Tilden
quire of Geo. H. Hunker, Sec. 129-t- f
lers, 6 drawers.
avenue and the hospital a purse
$14.80
for $18.50 Golden Oak Sidefinder will FOR SALE, CHEAP
$21. The
house,
containing
boards
loca-barn.
with
Best
cellar,
bath,
S.
Mrs.
please- return to
Lumpkins,
tion; on Columbia avenue. Inquire
and thousands ot others.
and receive $5 reward, 1016 Tilden
of or address, S. T. Kline, 320 Naavenue. V.
f
tional avenue.
,.
Bargains of a Life Time.

WHOLESALE

i ..

Spring Suits

at

cent. Discount for Cash.
Everything exactly as represented.
Now Is your time to secure the greatThe best of material, carefully pre est bargains ever offered in New Mexpared, nicely and quickly served, by ico.
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at- $240 for $3.G0 Metal Beds, any size.
tractive tables, in cool and comforta$1.80 for $2.25
Woven Wire Bed
ble dining room such la Duvall'
Springs.
276-t- f
Restaurant.

The 8utton Tripoli atoneHftef
remove: all Impurltlea from water
and delivers a plentiful supply. It
perfectly simple, Instantly clean
able. See it working at The Optic
office. For sale by 8. P. Flint
Prices 2 to W. Central hotel.

Browne & Manzanares Co

(

Before Placing Your Order
See Those Nobby

17

int.AHAa r

war.

AT rOUKTAIM MQUAfte

--

PSI

Bmnmrml BlackumMhlnm
mad Hormmmhotlng m 9n.ol.t-tj- r.

MalMaollon Qu.r.ntmmtl

PE0PLE- -

17- -

that

-

i

opera,

A FILTER

and Dealer in all kinds of

j

e

I

son

I

Italian

x Lucia Di Lammcrmoor

J. H. Stearns. Grocer.

Bookseller.

Manufacturer

ful

Libby's Elegant Canned Meats
Underwood's Superior Sardines
Deviled Crabs
Lobster

and

Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT

and the best local talent one
complete act of the beauti-

For Hot Weather Luncheon

Druggist

henry Lonnizni

July 8

At 8.30 Sharp.

w

f

sue

.

Duncan Opera House

E. G. MURPHEY,

well-know- n

FOR RENT Elegant housekeeping
rooms; electric light, bath at 028
t
Grand avenue.

lltlIMHMIHIMMM)Mi

J

t

J

v

OSTEOPATHY I

t

Vtos-PrssU- sst

In THE IAS VEQA8 SAVKSSS CAXX,
gWSAVC your Burning by deaotltlnnthemdollm
mavod la two afoffef mmorn.'1
wharo they will bring you mn Inoonte,
"Every
vv
vw.
nu uufiv.il. rwo.vow v. wvmw mmwrnn r

VOGT&CO.

H.

first-clas-

Take comfort In a hammock from
Gehring's; he has all kinds.

H. W. KELL Y,

D. T. HOSXINS, Treasurer
PAID UP CAPITAL, 030,000.00

TO

THEM

was at once consumed.
FOR A
An alarm was not turned in until
GOOD DINNER.
after the fire had gained considerable
headway, but as the members of the
fire department were all at the Plaza
where their Fourth of July celebration
was in progress, it did not take long
E.
to reach the scene of the conflagra8
tion. Some splendid work was done 9
SANITARY PLUMBING 1
after the men once got on the ground.
The whole yard in the rear of Blaine's
Bazaar and Lowitzki's, stable was a A
Steam and
sheet of flames. The blaze was lickHot Water
ing the rear of Lowitzki's, Blaine's w
Heating.
and Wagner's stores, while Lowitzki's
livery and feed stable was threatened,
Repairing Promptly Done.
with a strong wind from the sotheast
SHOP
to aid the Are . The fire was burning $
A Corner Seventh and Douglas Ave,
furiously, too, and It was so hot that
it was uncomfortable to pass along
Galisteo street.
The rear of Wagner's and Lowitzki's stores were scorched and will
need new doors and Blaine's store also
suffered, while the buggy Bhed of Low- H. W. llouf, D. 0.,
itzki and its contents were completely
car
The
contained
a
shed
destroyed.
OSTEOPATHIC SLUG EON
load of hay, three cabs, one wagon, a
Graduate nailer tlio
water wagon, and a number of other
FouiuliT of the Science. Dr. A. T. Still,
articles, and D. S. Lowitzki estimates
at Klrksville, Mo,
the loss of the Lowitzki estate at
I treat all diseases; my specialty
about $2,000. The damage to Blaine
oi enronic cnaracter.
premises will not aggregate over flM.
and examinations T
Charles Wagner estimates his loss at Jinose
T are fret! inquirers are cordially in- $150.
vitea to can ai oincr.
Happily Married.
OLMEY BLOCK,
At G o'clock last evening (Monday,
OVEB BTEAKNS'.OROCEttY BTOttE
and
July 6th) Adam W. Showalter
! 8 to 12 a. W.
HnriiRMrs. Mattie E. Hobbs were united In
At other times by appointment.
marriage by the Rev. Norman Skin
Successor to l)r, Purvitince.
ner. Mr. Showalter, formerly of New
ton, Kans., has been for several years
the efficient foreman of Harvey's
mountain ranch. Mrs, Hobbs of Mis
souri has been for two seasons the
valued assistant of Mrs. Harvey at
the resort. Both are well known and
much respected.
Their many friends
will wish them much Joy In their
union of heart and hand. They re
turned this morning to the Harvey
home where they will continue In
their respective duties for the time
being. The beautiful mountains will
now doubtless take on a still more
Las Vegas
Crockett Block
lovely aspect to the eyes of the happy
couple.

Op-ti-

-

Prsskhnt

ANY

DUVALL'S...

go-ca-

.

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAUK

STREET.

FRIENDS AT THE DEPOT
TAKE

Surplus, tGO.CCO.CQ

Mm

H. OOKE,
IF YOU ARC TO MEET

-

FRANK SPSZZCZa, Ytes-Pr- s.
OUXXttOHAKI, President
F. D. JANUARY, Asst. Csshbr
D. T. HOSXINS, Oashler
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.

DUVALL'S
... CENTER

-

OFFICERS:

FOUND AT

A.

-

Capital PaU In, $100,000.00

IN THE CITY

pursuing its course Heavenward as
was intended, took a sharp turn after
reaching a height of about 100 feet
and shot downward to the rear of
Blaine's store where there were a
number of boards, boxes and other
combustible material which was ignited. The high wind that was blowing
quickly fanned the flames and the
fire soon spread to Lowltzki's carriage
shed to the west of the lire. It burned rapidly when it was caught and

est McKinley, came very near being
seriously injured if not killed, during
Saturday evening at Santa Fe. Some
one standing in front of the Old Palace, fired a 3ky rocket, the course of
Perry Onion pays cash and good
which deflected after it had gone up
household goods. Monte
a short distance. The rocket shot prices tor
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f
downward and passed squarely over
the little McKinley baby's shoulder,
position.- LOST A package, between Ilfeld's
Louis Sena arrived in the city from within six inches of his face, He and new town. Please deliver at
and Mr. and Mrs.
El Corazon this morning on business. was In a
office.
R. H. Hunt left this morning for Min- McKinley were standing near. The
WANTED To rent six room house
eral Hill, where he is interested In rocket was sputtering sparks and the
in several with lot for garden. Will take posses''
boy's hat, was burned
sawmills.
C. C. Hall has returned from Sedal- - places by these but the child was not sion any time before Aug. 12. Must be
ia, Mo., to which place he was called hurt. The rocket on striking the engaged at once. E. J. Vert. 200-6- t
ground scurried along for several
by the serious illnes of hos brother-in-laMrs. M. B. Ward is prepared to do
Mr. Frey is still feet and caused a flutter among those
J.
s
who
dressmaking at 902 Third
had
gathered there.
very sick.
street. L. V. 'Phone 174. 1721m
conC. J. Lantry, the
The amateur photographers of Las
tractor, passed through yesterday on
are doing some excellent work Two rooms for light housekeeping,
his way from Strong City to Belen. Vegas
7 02.
$8; 1008, Sixth street
In
the peculiar features
delineating
He reports his brother, Henry, who
thiscor
in
life
and
of
surroundings
hasbeen quite ill, as considerably
ner of the southwest. Waite, of the
tor.
been devel Grand
Ilemoval
Alex McElroy, . who was here to Sixth street gallery, has
work
much
of
this
and
finishing
oping
spend the Fourthl'.Jeft yesterday for
and obtaining pleasing' results
.
of the
Weston, Colo., after euj6ylng & very lately
ijV.Oiu .fr".;.
v ;
picture-takers- .
for
the
pleasant visit with hfs'irother, the
'Rosenthal Furniture Company.
amiable Patrick,
IlfpM's packing
A good refrigerator saves moqey by We'wlll
shortly remove to the
f
department
saving Ice and preserving foofl.Ghf
H. C. Pullman and wife aid Dr.
New
Duncan Building
50.
L
tag1 sells that kind.
'$
Ray Scbolz and sister came up from
Next to the Postof flee. '
the south this morning to spend a
When you go camping, go first to
For the next 30 days,
week or two in the mountain resorts.
arms
Gehring's for fishing tackle,-firThey are wealthy and prominent St. and ammunition.
(Commencing July 1st, 1903),

Louis people.
". L. Trimble,
who has been folraces with his
Colorado
the
lowing
Ronnie
Treasure,
speedy pacer,
passed through the city yesterday on
his way home. The treasure landed
two finta and wfts In on the money In
several races.
W. J. Porcheli, who has been making this city his home for some time
past, left with his family overland
for Rock Ford, Colo., this morning,
S. W. Moore, the real estate dealer,
will occupy the residence vacated by
'
Mr. Porcheli.
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MOST EXCELLENT SERVICE

SMOOTH
EDGES
on

COUPON
BOOKS
good for

$5.00

COLLARS

Worth of

an;d CUFFS

WORK
for

Laundered
by the

$4.50.

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY.
in

'

BothQPhones.

.

.i

Free Delivery,

J
P. CIDD10.

San mioui tA;:?
does repairing and cleaning of mana
and ladles' clothing la the taoat

manner. Ladle' ac4 g&w

man's tailor.
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GASIFIED

Brief fteoume of the Important
Doilies in New Mexico Towns.

WANTED.

DuInciJ Directory.

CAPITAL

THE TERRITORY.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTES.

rtftt 0nMI

TT

oreklae aad
etkerDrttf UehM,

IF YOU CONTRACT

the Tobacco Habit

NEW MEXICO'S GOVERNOR SENDS
GREETINGS TO EXECUTIVE
OF PHILIPPINES.

udNewutfceala.

jape

TKE KEELEY

'

to buy 510,000 in 5 per cent. Gold Bonds '
from The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York, payment to be made during
20 years in annual installments, and you
die after you have made one payment, vour
estate will receive
'

INSTITUTE,
WANTED A girl for general house
ATTORNEYS.
Dwight,!!!.
Another Big Mining Company to Op
work.
Apply Geo. Hay ward at
Consider37-In
erate
8ierra
,
&
County
Oeorge H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
Graat
Hayward's.
Office, Veeder block, Lai Vegu, N.
able Money to Be Spent on Repair- general gold, silver And copper min
WANTED A good cook, colored man MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
ing business, to prospect for these
ing Federal Building.
and wife or one strong white wominerals and for oil, to manufacture
.
George P. Monty. Attoroey-At-Uman, on ranch twelve miles out.
sunt United States atand
Governor Otero yesterday morning gold, silver, copper, coke, lumber,
west side
torney, offlce in Olney building, Caat
Apply F. O. Klhlberg,
celebrated Independence day appointed the following notary public: wares and other articles and materiGallup
Las Vegas, N. 1L
164-tf
near Catholic church.
with all kinds ot races and a general Addle E. Potter, of Georgetown post- - als, to construct buildings,
hotels,
Prank Springer, AttorneyAt-Uw- ,
bridges, stores, shops, machinery, enjollification. The editor of the Repub office, for Grant county.
WANTED
MANAGER
,
In
Laa
East
Trustworthy
Office
Crockett building,
lican says: "Come In boys, and whoop
gines, factories, railroads, cold stor
yegu, N. M.
lady or genteman to manage business
age warehouses and electric works;
Capital Custodian Committee.
In this county and adjoining territory 'er up."
Offlce
E. V. Lono, Attomey
o
The capitol custodian committee to deal In and raise cattle and live
In Wyman block, East Las Vegas, tor well and favorably known house
Brick laying on the Pythian hall in
at the capitol yesterday morning. stock, to construct water mains and
met
$20.00
of solid financial standing.
N. M. .
Alamogordo is now going on briskly President N. B. Laughlin, Solicitor to have and to lease water rights.
and
cash
expenses,
salary
straight
and when completed the building will
Of'
A. A. Jones. Attorney-At-LsGeneral E. 1 Bartlett and Land Com The' capitalization is $3,500,000, which
each Monday by check direct add
flea la Crockett building, East Laa paid
considerably to the business ap missioner A. A.
Keen, secretary, were is divided Into 350,000 shares of the
from
money
Expense
headquarters.
Vegas, N.
pearance of the town.
Adwas
decided to order new par value of $10 each. The first board
present. It
advanced; position permanent.
DENTISTS.
offlce of the super of directors is composed of J. M. Web
dress Thomas Cooper, Manager, 1030
for
the
furniture
mak
is
Dumarest
of
Father
Gallup
Caxton
of
intendent
Chicago.
Bldg.,
public Instruction and to ster,! John C. Plemmons, Hillsboro,
statue ot a Navajo
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Dentist,
lng a fine
new
to Dr. Decker, roomi suite No.
for the building. Sev New Mexico; William Buchanan, J.
Prof.
flags
will
get
to
sent
which
be
Indian,
FOR RENT.
7. Crockett block. Offlce boura 9 to
to be eral Other repairs were decided upon, H. Blgelow, Morris Phillips, J. F. Harereat
Culin.
the
ethnologist
L.
V.
'Phone 239,
II and 1:30 to 6:00.
FOR RENT A four room house with placed in the Brooklyn museum. ,,
among them being the painting of the by of the Borough of Manhattan in the
Colo. 115.
Indome of the building. Paint was or city of New York, The principal place
rent
o
Water
paid.
largo garden.
t
The election held Thursday to de dered for the work. It was deter of business Is to be at Hillsboro, New
HOTELS.
quire of S. Kaufman or Henry
termine whether or not $8,000 worth mined that a well should be bored on Mexico, and the term of existence is
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
of school bonds shall be Issued to the grounds, the water to be used for fifty years.
beds. Douglas avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
build a school house In Tucumcarl re- irrigation purposes when the city wa
Territorial Funds. ,
light housekeeping. 4102 Lincoln sulted in 98 for and none against.
HARNESS.
The following territorial funds were
ter
short
is
supply
avenue.
received yesterday morning at the
J. C. Jones, The Harness Maker,
The eagle was scheduled to scream
Territorial Land Board.
Bridge street.
territorial
offlce of J. ' H. Vaughn,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
manner at Tu
In a very
The territorial land board was in treasurer: From A. M. Bergere, clerk
195-tf- .
at 918 Eighth St.
doubtless
it
and
cmncari
PRINTING.
Saturday
session yesterday at its offlce In the of the first judicial district, $327.15,
of perpetual
did. There is a kind
There were present Governor clerk's fees; Secundlno Romero, clerk
The Optic Job Rooms, Pine Com' FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
capitol.
morclal printing.
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth street Fourth of July In that lively border Otero, president; Solicitor General E. of the fourth judicial district, $633.15,
town.
198-lL. Bartlett and A. A. Keen, land com' clerk's fees; W. E. Dame, clerk of the
RESTAURANTS.
Several appli second Judicial district, $483.50, clerk's
FOR RENT Four partly furnished
Mrs. Anna M. Schecker, wife of eu missloner, secretary.
Duval's Restaurant Short Order
were submit fees.
land
leases
for
cations
or
House
to
Club
the
away
passed
Albuquerque merchant,
houses; apply
Regular meals. Center street.
forwarded
ordered
and
,
ted,
approved
at her home Friday night, The d?
R. H. Golke, Hot Springs.
Survey Ordered.
cwiHed was thirty-fouOrders have been issued at the of
years old and to the Interior department for further
TAILOR8.
room
turn
A
small four
FOR RENT
The application of Clark flce of the surveyor general for the
had resided In Albuquerque f.v four approval.
ished bouse. Apply 920 Elovonth teen months. She was born in Hun- M. Carr of Guam, McKtnley county,
J. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
survey of the Eureka lode mining
164-tstreet.
uiior.
gary, Australia, and came he-- e with to exchange certain lands owned by claim, Situated in the Jicarilla mining
rooms nor husband from Everest, Kansas him in the vicinity of land owned by district in Lincoln county.
FOR RENT Two furnished
This is
SOCIETIES.
Mrs. Jos- for the benefit of her health.
the territory for a similar number of survey No. 1169 and the claimant is
for light housekeeping.
eph li. Watrous, corner Fifth and
acres of the territory's lands, was de W. S. Peters of White Oaks, New Mex
Eldorado Lodge No. 1, K. Of P
147-t- I
National Ave., No. 723.
A. D. Johnson ,tho expert well and clined, there
meets every Monday at 8 p. m., at
being no statute under Ico. The survey is to be made by
their Castle ball, third floor Clements
water supply man has begun work which such exchange or transfer could
furnished
Two
RENT
FOR
nicoly
Clarence Goddard of Ancho, U. S. dep
street
and Grand
block, corner Sixth
rooms with kitchen privileges la ad on his contract to install a water sys be considered or made by the board
avenue.
J. J. JUDKIN3, C. C.
mineral surveyor.
uty
dltlon. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave tem comploto In every detail for the After
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. S.
transacting routine business the
nue.
American lumber company at its big board
SAUL ROSENTHAL, M. ot F,
"Turn the rascals out," is tho demoadjourned until Its next regu
RENT Grass pasture on Mesa manufacturing plant north of Albu lar monthly meeting.
cratic campaign cry which
I. 0. O. P- - Las Vegas Lodge, No. 4, FOR
ranch, two miles eat of city. Can querque. Two car loads of pipe are
Pattison of Pennsylvania suggests
meets every Monday evening at their
take care of cattle, mules anJ hors already on the ground and Saturday
That's exactly what Bristow Is doing.
tJixtU
All
street.
bail,
Repairs- on Federal Building.
f
visiting breth
es. Inquire 716 Grand avenue.
the pumpB and about two miles of
ren are cordially Invited to attend. J,
W. Havorstick, general superintend
H. York, N. O.; J. B. Meckel, V. 0.; FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with pipe were ordered from the Fairbanks
All Druggists Will Buy it Back
ent and iuspector of supplies for the
i . m. isiwooa, hoc; w. b. crites,
or without board. No. 1102, corner Mono company.
You assume no risk when you buy
Treas.; 8. Rj Doarth,
treasury department, was in this city Chamberlain's
Cemetery
of Columbia and Eleventh.
(J
Colic, Cholera and DiarTrustee.
and
inspected
thoroughly
Associate Justloo John R. McFie, sit- yesterday
All druggists will re
rhoea
Remedy.
the Federal building. He found every
For Rent
ting as judge of the first Judicial dls
B. P. 0. E., Meets First And Third
fund your money if you are not satis
states
condition
and
excellent
In
Throe-roofurulsbed house, $15.00. trlct court for Taos county, heard ar thing
1 nursuay
fied after using it. It is everywhere
evenings, each month, at
so report to headquarters.
Bum street lodge room.
visiting
admittod
guments Tuesday relative to rolnstat that ho will
to be the most successful
brothers cordially lvlted.
One
furnished house, 113.00. lng the case of Edith Darling Jordan Upon tho request of Judge A. L. Mor- remedy In use for bowel complaints
JLr-k- .
Exalted Rulor.
of the building,
versus John Conley, a suit to acquire rison, custodian
and the only one that never fails.
Sec
One
furnished house, $12.00. title to the Copper King mining claim $598.65 will be expended In Improving is pleasant safe and reliable. For sale
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. P., Meets
In Taos county. The plaintiff is rep and repairing the building and its sur- by all druggists.
second and fourth Thursday evenings One 4 room house, $12.00.
resented by W. B. Childers, of Albu roundings. The contract for repairing
of each month at tho I. O. O. F. hail. One
$12.00.
house,
Persons who were not in Lincoln,
querque, and Judge N. B. Laughlln, oi tho gutters around the building, conMrs. Sarah Roberts, N, G.; Mrs. Sarwith
$20.00.
One
house
Santa Fe. while defendant's attorney structing a new walk in the circuit in Neb., the Fourth, have something to
bath,
A.
Mrs.
V.
ah Crltes,
J. Wert.
G.;
701. are Abbott & Abbott of Santa Fe.
front of the building and a bridge be thankful for. A choir composed of
Sec.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treas.
across a small ditch in the rear was employes from the Commoner office
Storage room for household goods.
Las Vegas Royal Arch Chapter No.
200 If
Lost His Fingers. The twelve year awarded to F. P. Crichton. The con put In the day singing patriotic songs.
3. Regular convocations first Monday
old son of Refugio Luna of Albuqncr tract for repairing the stairs In the
In each month. Visiting companions MOORE REAL ESTATE
Valuable Time Saved.
AND INVESTMENT CO., quo had three fingers blown from hi? building was awarded to Whitlock &
generally invited. M. R. Williams, E.
Slight injuries often disable a man
193-tf- .
025 Douglas Avenue.
rlnlit hand by the unexpected expl.i Carlson. A new brick floor is to be
II. P.; C. It. Sporledor, Sec,
sion of a half dozen torpedoes with placed. In the basement and boiler and cause several days' loss of time
Las Vegas Commanaery K. T. No.
FOR SALE.
which he was planning to make con room, and the contract for this work and when blood poison develops,
2. Regular conclave second Tuosday
sometimes results in the loss of
sldorable noise. The lad hid the
of each month.
was awarded to Antonio
Windsor.
Visiting
knights FOR SALE A modern
E.
between two rocks and was The work is to be commenced as soon hand or limb. Chamberlain's Pain
cordially welcomod. John S. Cla-house. J. D. Ellsworth, "25 Fourth
Balm is an antiseptic liniment. When
C; Cbas. Tammo, Rec.
preparing to pound this impromptu as possible.
184-lSt.
applied to cuts, bruises and burns It
cannon with a third rock when in
o
Eastern Star, Regular Communlea
causes them to heal 'quickly and with
some
way ho shifted the upper and Greetings from New Mexico to the
Hon second and fourth Thursday evenFOR SALE Seven two year old
out maturation, and prevents any dan
mill
the
and
nether
vjtouo
hapot
All
each
month.
things
vlsltlnir
broth
Philippines.
ings
Hertford bulls; accllmatod,
all
ere and sisters are cordially invited. registered
On Saturday, July 4, Governor Otero ger of blood poison. For sale by
pened.
Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy matron: vaccinated and in fine condition. Ash
druggists.
Gov
sent
to
the
159-tfollowing
message
f
Earnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma ley Pond. Jr., Watrous, N. M.
Beat McGonlgle The big roping ernor Taft of the Philippine Islands,
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A. llowoll,
Mr. Bryan complains
that Judge
If you want a bargain In a nice home contest for purses aggregating $1,000. via the Postal Telegraph company to Parker has "done
Treas.' .. .
for the par
nothing
hold In Carltibad Friday, July 3rd, San Francisco and via the new Pacific
come and see this one. Nice
ty," Among the things Parker has not
.In
a
for
outsida
resulted
rank
victory
MISCELLANEOUS.
cable to Manila:
house, bath, hot and cold water;
done for the party was to lead it to
fine large fruit and shade trees; er who won the first money over the
Santa Fe, N. M July 4, 1903.
two overwhelming defeats.
WHY nnt hnvll a nam nn.ln.i1nlii Mali
bam and sheds In good repair. best steer tying artists In the great His Excellency William H. Taft, GovHue card a wnll
atvliuh
Good location.
Price $1,400 $400 southwest.
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain':
ernor of the Philippine Islands, MaOrder a shaded old English card at
a nila, P. I,
The winner was Abe Wilson,
Stomach and liver Tablets. They In
cash, balance In small monthly pay
i ue uptie.
Chaves county cowman, who took the
nients.
The oldest United States territory vigorate the liver, aid the digestion
THE NICEST of meals, tho best of
money with a record of 31 seconds sends
of
about
on
Ranch
lease
cheap,
Very
greeting to youngest, on the an regulate the bowels and prevent bulbeds are to be found In tho summer
three acres, until Oct. 10th. Fine over the former world's champion, niversary of our Independence; and lous attacks. For sale by all drug
resort at Roclada, near the mount
garden and fruit; some oats and Clay McOonlglo, Elllsa Carroll, A. congratulations on the advancement gists.
tins. Terms, $1.60 per day. 19 00 corn.
Currants and gooseberries In Vest, Joe Gardner, Spence Jowell, and made by It tinder your wise and ben
per week. For further particular
It Is said that the New York Central
If crop la handled at a number of other equally well known eflccnt
abundance.
administration, which will be
write or phone Mrs. Cutler, Roclada,
railroad company has compromised for
once will pay cost of lease; splendid cracks with the rope.
further
increased
160-t- f
by the completion $3O,Q0O' the
N. M.
chicken yards and houses. Party
damage suit brought by
Shot For a Cat The following of the great cable which gives direct the widow of E. C. Hinsdale, who was
sell.
must
anJ
away
going
na
communication
with
the
entire
graphic account of an accident on a
DRESSMAKING, also lessons tn MOORE REAL ESTATE
tunnel diskilled1 In the
Grant county ranch last week appears tion.
aster of a year or so ago. Mr. Ilina-dai- s
cutting and1 sewing; the French tail
AND INVESTMENT CO.,
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
In the Lordsburg Liberal,
or system, square and tape, taught.
was receiving a salary of $5000
193-t- f
625 Douglas Avenue.
Governor
of New Mexico.
a
"Otto
has
who
Werney,
goat
allowed
$1.00
per day
Pupils
at the time of his death and was only
ranch at Gold Hill, has been troubled
while learning. Pethoud ft Co., 610
47 years old considerations which
Incorporations.
with wild cats, who havo a fine taste
avenue.
1871m
have governed an assessment ot
Douglas
Articles of incorporation were filed would
for goats. Ho and his men are armed
had the case gone to trial.
damages
for the visitors. The other night yesterday morning at the offlce of the The railroad company has been mulcEW VEGETABLES. Home grown,
Otto heard a kid bleating and went territorial secretary by the Bigelow ted In
fresh from the garden. Leave or
sums than that on acout to get a wild cat, tho kid having Gold and Copper Mining company. count oflarger
ders at Sisters' Convent for Bar
lives lost In the disaster
The
is
authorized to do a
While
been caught In tho fence.
company
n ey McNally.
the widow of one man getting, as we
working the kid loose it made so
recall, some $90,000. He was shown to
much noise that It awakened one of
have been receiving a salary of
the Mexican herders, who came out
where the law Axes no
, Thus,
with his gun, hut did not stop to sec
definite limit on the money value of a
whether It was a wild cat or not, b'.it Have no appetite Can't sleep Bow- life
lost, a railroad company Is made
Just blazed away. Most of the buck- els constipated Liver Inactive. The t olncur
extraordinary responsibilities
has
In
in
the
stomach
tho gun caught Otto
become weak and neeils In
shot
rich men antr others of
carrying
K1UIAM VA9DKX.
right leg. and he Is in tho hospital at a medicine to strengthen It. Don't large Income as passengers. Such on
waste time experimenting with this
Silver City, undergoing repairs."
experience as tho New York Coral
or that remedy, but get a bottlo
BEST APPOINTMENTS
has had In the case of this disaster
Military Exercises.
Hostetter'a Stomach Hitters at once.
s
are
OUR FUNERAL
ACMZIABLE OUIStXZ
might suggest the practice of having
New York Times.
tho
From
50
hns
For
been recognized
years It
and wo are
APPOINTMENTS
for transportation
I
Y.
Guard
N.
suppose when you as the leading stomach remedy ot the persons applying
state the amount of their Income and
ready at ail times to carry out orders were In the army you often saw a world, and has cured thousands.
.Try pay rates on a scale rising with the
In a thoroughly satisfactory manner.
It.
Our private Btamp Is over the
CXNTA FE,
picket fence?
income.
We have made a close study f em
was-O. A. R. Man Yes, but It
neck of the bottle.
balming and our method Is according more common eight to see a sentry
Russia wants access to warm water
to tho most recent scientific discover-to- e box.
and Is prepared to keep the rest f
and modern practice.
men
are well heeled, but the
Cioe
r The
Europe In hot water until It gets what
STOMACH
last. "Jose' jA summerThe
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
are ibe boys that make the
. fctie'
It wants.
of coaf.
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$500 & year for 20 years
'
- -Then cevoh '
TotaJ guaranteed In gold

$10,000
10.000

$20,000

or you receive this lfyouUv20 yean.
Information m to term can be h4 by wrltlnf
'
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At-La-

r

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Oldest
in
America.

RICHARD A. McCVRDY.

69-1-

Sue-oeaa-

MUTUAL
New York

life-siz- e

or

Largest
in the
world

President

DARBY A. DAY. Ma.na.ger, Albuquerque, N. M.
W. G. OGLE, Dist. Supt., Las Vegas. N. M.
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Mountain Ice
VEGAS

THAT MADE

r

FAM0US

f

U6--

RETAIL PRICES:
2.000 lbs or more
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs
50 to 200 lbs.
Less

than 50 lbs

each delivery,

"

"

"

"
"
"

"
"

10c

per
15c per
20c per
25c per
30c per

100 lbs
100 lbs
100 lbs
100

Its

100 lbs

66-t-

49-t- f
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DON'T FEEL WELL

TttS.

PALAGEl

'

first-clas-

oovnnou attention
- N.&.

HOSTETTER'S
BITTERS

CNDEKTAKERS.

coois blow price

vwuf

aeAteaw,

lr

who have made the find,

Jtt

PojAnder

Is a Pole, a
Hollanderj

$15,-00-

JS

AGUA
OFFICE!

PURA

CO.,

620 Douglas Avenue,

Laa Vegas, New Mexico

ylV,v,v,'lV,1tMOv,1rv,,v,,'
252 THE MONTEZUMA
AND BATHS

Las Vegas Hot Springs,

New Mexico

A HEALTH RESORT.
And try the mineral Water Baths
Bath cl all kinds given.
Bath, unrivalled for Rheumatism.

"

The Peat

This famous resort nfforrts sumptuous ftrcninrmxlMlnns nt. roBSonnlilo prions. The
Mont'7.uma can comformlily provldn lor wvurttl hundred irut'st.s.
Ias Vegas Hot
tprlnira Is one nf the few ri'ttlly satisfactory Kucky Mountain resorts, and has In connection a modern hospital, and competent physicians mid nurses, the Montezuma
ranch and hot houses, also parks and ad jacent canyons that are unrivalled in beauty. It has every essential the rlyht altitude, a perfect climate, attractive aorrnnnd
liilts, medicinal waters and anipleopportuulfy
for recreation. The Ideal place for a
vacation outing. Further Information gladly furnished.
W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
W. H HINTON, A. B., M. D., Medical Director.

Winters Drag Co.
Dealer

In

"PLAZA
PHARMACY"

t

y y

DRUGS, HEDICINES and CHEMICALS.
Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soaps, combs and brushes, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
kept by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully comGoods selected
pounded and all orders correctly answered.
with great care and warranted as represented.

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

IIIIIIIHIHMlTtHHIHUI IIIHMHHIIHIHI
(From the Senf.nel, Gobo, Mont.)
In the first opening ot Oklahoma to
settlers in 1889, the editor of this paper was among the many seekers after
fortune who made the big race one
fine day in April. During his traveling about and afterwards his camping
upon his claim, he encountered much
bad water, which, together with the
severe heat, gave him a very severe
diarrhoea which it seemed almost impossible to check, and along in June
the case became so bad he expected to
die. One day one ot his neighbors
brought him one small bottle ot Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy as a" last hope. A big dose
was given him while he was rolling
about on the ground in great agony,
and In a few minutes the dose was
repeated. The good effect of the medicine was soon noticed and within an
hour the patient was taking his first
sound sleep for a fortnight The one
little bottle worked a complete cure,
and he cannot help but feel grateful.
The season for bowel disorders being
at hand suggests this Item. For sale
by all druggists.

There are some men who help the
world most when they get out of It,
Working Night and Day.

The busiest and mightiest little
thing that ever was made is Dr.
These pills
King's Ne Life Pills.
change weakness Into strength,
into energy,

brain-fa-

g

into

mental power. They are wonderful In
building up the health, Only 25c per
box.

Sold by all Druggists.

The man who sings loudest about
heaven being his home shows no signs
of homesickness when he crawls between two feather ticks during a thunder storm.
No man or woman In the state will
hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets after once
trying them. They always produce
a pleasant movement of the bowels,
improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all druggists.
jA little goodness now and then
Is purposed by the most ot men.

iiust ilcccivcd
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RKETJ
lhe following New YorK stock quotations
were received by Levy Bros., (members Chicago Board of Trade) rooms 8 and 3 Crockett Block, (Colo. Phone SuO, Las Vegas Pbone
MO,) over their
private wires from New
York, Chicago and Colorado Surlnirs; corren-pondeof the firms of Lcgun & Bryan N. Y.
and Chicago member New Vork (Stuck Exchange aud Chicago Board of Trade, nAid Win,
A. Otis & Co.. Hankers and Brokers, Colorado
Springs:
Close
liescriptloa

0n

511

Amalgamated Copper
American fugar
Atetitsou. Com
"
pfd

dsn
KV4
Stti

Chicago & Alton Com
0. F. 1
Oolo. Sou....
" ' first pfd
" " 2nd pfd
w
o.
0. & o
Brie
st pfd
L&N
Mo. Fuc
Norfolk
rac. Mall...
Keadlng Com
K. I Com..
" pfd
Sepublic Steel and Iron..,,

2ii.4

8,1
Southern Ky
"
"pfd...
i...-.- :
t,o.
Tex. Pac
U. P
TJ. P. pfd
O.S.8T
"
pfd
Wabash com
Wabash pfd.
WD.
Hex. Cent
,
Manhattan
Wis. Cunt
:
"
" Pfd

.
.

B'A
6

.1114

.1(3'
. Mii
. iU

pfd...

. 41
. Ui4

.'.

Pork
Lard
Ribs

t.

S9
M
24

m

B2.

41;

July,
July,
July,

$15.20; Sept. $15.50.
$9.95; Sept. $9.92.
$8.52; Sept. $8.52.

Chicago wheat Market was active
and about
higher. There was
rather free covering of shorts but
aside from that It was a broad mar
ket. The conditions affecting it are
almost wholly of a speculative character as the cash position is still slow,
The cables did not follow yesterday's
advance here. Foreign crop advices
are on whole rather more favorable
owing to better weather the past
week.
Our own crop advices do not im
prove. The winter wheat threshing
returns are disappointing most every
where. The appearance of northwest
crop is also disappointing, except in
Manitoba. Cash position is slow and
is likely to continue so, we think until
the free movement of new wheat
takes place. Market no doubt got
some impetus from the strength In
coarse grains. We see no reason to
feel other than bullish on outcome
and advise buying wheat on weak
days.
Corn Market was active and high
er. In corn the strength was also almost wholly speculative.
Primaries
the poor outlook for the crop is the
controlling factor. While the weath
er all over the west is hot and forcing the lost ground has not yet been
regained.
Extremely hot weather In
the southwest also causes some ap
prehension in case it should be ac
cumulated by hot wind. Cash posi
tion is not good. Receipts of corn
are liberal, demand moderae and
stocks increasing. The Iowa and Illinois state reports are bullish but the
latter only moderately so. The prevailing feeling on market Is strong
and while prices are high and we feel
conservative about advising purchases the tendency seems higher.

lc

New York Stock Letter.
We look for some further irregulower
still
larities and probably
prices before the end of the week because of general dullness of market
and because we believe the government crop report will make a very
showing on corn and will report much lower average condition on
spring wheat than a month ago. We
look for a ' continued dull and dragging market in the Interim but think
it will prove a good one to scalp by
buying on weak days and selling out
on any moderate rally. Money closed
3
per cent. Total sales 236,600.
,

London

dull

MONEY AWAITING INVESTMENT

SSH

77;
51;

35.

Notliiiitr Disi'ouriitiinsr except
liiU'kwimlmrss in the Out look
for Crops Hijr' Vli;ut
Harvest.

. ?i

Grain and Provisions.
Close, July 7, 1903. Wheat, July
Dec. 77.
Sept.
Corn, July
Sept.
Dec.
Oats July
Sept.
35;

78;

REACTIONLESSENING

H
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'

Nation
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... ..

Belter Feeling in the
Money Centers of the

VM

B. & O
B. It. T

Bt. P

Much

below

for
$2,750000 gold engaged
Good prospects settlement

parity.
export.

builders
roads May vg.

tie up this week. 73
net Increase 10.14 per cent. Twenty-fiv- e
roads fourth week June show av
cent.
per
erage gross inc. 29.39
Break in cotton speculation expected
to favorably affect stock. Movement
of grain on western roads indicates
no sign f falling off. Exports to Canada this year exceed all previous records, Banks gained from
in
since Friday, $308,000.
Money
gooj demand and expected to rule
firm all this year. N. & W, earnings
Tdeven months show 6ft earned on
y

common. A. C. P. Is being accumulated by Standard OH party.

President Schwab of the steel trust
has been given an assistant to do
Mr,
practically all of his work.'
Schwab appears to be playing for ft release on the Installment plan.
'

Real merit may not
Chesterfield:
always be rewarded as it ought, but
It will alww ha Vtnwi)

Special to The Optic.
NEW YORK, July 7. Heavy Juue
disbursements,
monetary
improved
conditions abroad and a temporary
oversold condition of the local stock
market induced a fair recovery in val
ues Aid a consequently better feeling
on the Stock Exchange.
The chief
obstacle to further activity was the
approach of the holidays and an in
disposition to carry stocks over a two
days' interval.
We are now approaching the usual
period of summer quiet, when abund
ant opportunity is offered for studying
the probabilities upon which Wall
street always waits before taking the
initiative. The first six months of
1903 have been a period of severe and
thorough liquidation. What about the
next six mouths? The reaction follow
ing the underwriting and speculative
craze of 1901-- came sooner than anticipated, as reactions of .that nature
Invariably do; and the questions now
pressing for solution are: Has the re
action culminated; is liquidation over;
is the readjustment between supply
and demand, or between quantity and
To be perfectly
value, complete?
frank, we do not think the adjustment
is complete. A number of good securities have come down to intrinsic val
ues, where Investors can take hold
with confidence, but ' there are still
many of the newer creations selling
at inflated figures held up by sheer
forces which have yet to face the test
of trade reaction or diminished profits. It is just, here that careful judg
ment must be exercised in estimat
ing the future of the stock market.
While the period of special stress in
financial circles is over; while the
situation is better than it was six
months ago; while all prolonged down
ward movements are accompanied by
rallies such as the present, still these
facts furnish very little guidance as
to what may be expected between now
and the close of 1903. As we have
stated in previous advices, the domi
nating factors will be the crops and
money. Political campaigns may have
to be taken into consideration, but
these at present do not threaten any
very serious problems. The labor agi
tation has proved a serious burden
upon industrial enterprise, the full
effect of which remains to be seen;
but Indications are that such demands
have at last reached a point where
2

prevents further con
cessions, and the next six months nay
demonstrate whether or not business
will stand the new exactions.
In the crop outlook there is nothing
UiHCouraging

except backwardness.

In

the case of corn this is of consenuenco,
because it Increases the danger from
frost, and the prolonged absence of
to
high temperature is unfavorable
corn. Six or eight weeks of warm
weather, however, would work great
changes In this crop. For wheat we
are practically sure of a plentiful har
vest, together with a good export demand at profitable prices. Cotton is
also backward, but as & result the
plant has good roots, is vigorous, and
under favorable weather conditions
could produce a bumper crop. The
crop situation, therefore, may be sun
med up In the statement that good
or normal weather during the remainder of the season would yield us another satisfactory and profitable harvest. Since we have just passed
through two months of abnormally
bad weather, It seems perfectly reasonable to anticipate more normal conditions In July and August the growing months. .
The monetary situation Is really better than anticipated, chiefly owing to
severe stock market liquidation and
of our obligations
the reduction
abroad., The banks throughout the
country are about as well off In respect to reserves as they; were a year
go, the percentage of legal reserve
to deposits in all the national banks
being 22.08 On June 9, 22.68 on April

bank circulation Is $50,000,000 larger
than a year ago, capital etock shows
an increase of $11,000,000 and surplus
and other profits an increase of
At the same time the national bank loans outstanding amounted to 3,415 millions on June 9, an increase of 193 millions over the state
ment of July 16 last year, so that it
is clear there is little room for further
expansion. The banks, huwovor. have
their resources under much better control than a. year ago, thero Is less
money employed In stock speculation
and ordinary business requirements
are more likely (o be
than larger
than last year, so that when the stringency incidental to crop movements
becomes due it promises to be largely
discounted in advance, as events foreseen usually are.
Then; is evidently money awaiting
investment when desirable opportunity offers. This was Mrlklngly illus
trated by the remarkable taking of
Pennsylvania's $70,000,000 of new
stock, all of which went to stockholders and none to underwriters. The
good effect of such transactions, however, is partly counteracted by unfa
vorable developments in many of the
newly bora industrials which are giv
ing way under stress of present conditions. Apparently we are on the verge
of a new era of Industrial reorganizations, the three most noticeable this
week being the Shipbuilding trust, the
New England Yarn company and the
Cotton Duck company. Such events
of confidence,
delay the recovery
which now seems fairly due.
After
discounting unfavorable news to such
a liberal extent it is possible to look
for a fair recovery, and should crop
and money conditions prove favorable
a more acitve and stronger market
should follow later on. July disbursements reached nearly
or
$10,000,000 more than a year ago. A
portion of this sura always seeks reinvestment In Wall street, and the new
Pennsylvania issue no doubt absorbed
Good stocks that are
considerable.
selling on a 5 per cent basis are a
good purchase on all decided reac
tions. The same Is true of a number
of good bonds which are yielding 4
per cent and over at current rates.
HENRY CLEWS.
k-s- s

2

Only a Slight Difference.
From the London Punch.
There is not much difference between an epigram and an epltath. An
epigram says unkind and true tuiugs
about the living; the epitaph says
kind and untrue things about, the
dead.
Many School Children are Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, used by Mother Cray, a
nurse In Children's Home, New York,
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure
Headache, Stomach Trouble,
Teething Disorders, moe aud regu
late the bowels, and lies troy Worm.
Mrs. Emily Maronn, Moriden, Ct.,
"It is the best medicine in
says:
the world for children when feverish
and constipated." Sold by all druggists or by mail, 23c. Sample sent
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted,
N. Y.

7

v Driven to Desperation.
Living at an out of the way place.
remote from civilization, a family Is
often driven to desperation In cose of
accident, resulting in Burns, Cuts,
Wounds. Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply
of Uucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
best on earth. 25e at, all druggists.

"The custom of klnslng babies is
justly censured these days,"
says a medical journal. Yes, it Is
cowardly to Utss the por, helpless
little things. We'd rather take somebody our nlzo.
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Santa Fe

fover-ishnes- s,
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No Pity Shown.

failed Rucklrn's Arnica Salve cured
me. hnually good for Burns and all
aches and pains. Onlv 2ic at all
Druggists.

In connection with tho
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is tho short line between EL PASO- the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY, CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
JIUMrillS and principal points EAST,
NORTH and SOUTHEAST.
,

Table
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"For years fate was after me con
tinuously" writes F. A, CSullodse, Verbena, Ala. "I bad a terrible case of
Piles causing 2t tumor. When all

Y8- -

TEM.

Ko. S Puss, arrive 1:15 p, m. Pep t:l0 p, m,
No. 8 fax. srrlv 1:63 a. m. Dep. SiOS a. m.
wist Betran.
;
No. 1 Psas, arrive
p.m. Usp 1:15 p.m.
No. 1 Fast, arrive 4: JO p. m. "
4:J3 i. in.

o

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
Chair
ist Sleepers, Free Reclining
Cars and Day Couches on all trains.
Dining Car Service Unexcelled. ;.
CAI.lrOK.MA LIMITED
IUlLT.
o WS8
,
BOUND.
Call on nearest agent for full Infor
No. 3, Monday and Thursday.
Arrive
mation or address tho undersigned.
ui. jjoiiiiri a;ta a. ill.
N. B. For handsomely illustrated
AST
JIOCND
I
booklet descriptive of
No. 4. Wednesday and Satimlav.
Arrive
CLOUDCROFT,
i4:3ia. m. lxprU;40a. lu.
tho rronvier Summer Resort of tho
Nog. 8 aud 4 curry Pullman cars only.
Southwest, send four cents postage to
.

5.--,

A man was arrested in Cleveland
Transposition of two letters will
other day for stealing eleven hunthe
make the parson swear, when (he
No. a Is the local train east bound; also car
cheese.
weekly paper tells him he "united" dred pouuds of Llmbergor
Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kansas Oily
'
Such a man would do anything. His ries
the happy pair,
aud Chicago) also tourist cars. Tuts train
offense Is rank and smeels to high arrives La Junta 10:80 p. m. Connection fur
.,.
Denver
Pueblo, Colorado BprinfiS and
Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohei. heaven.
No. S leaves Ln Junta a 25 a. m. arrive
"About six years ago for the first
I'ueblo 5 :13 a.m. Colorado Springs 6:40 a. m
(Homestead Entry No, 4592.)
time in my life I had a sudden and
Henvor 6:K0 a. m.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 1 s a local train
severe attack of diarrhoea, says Mrs.
and Is a

A. H. BROWN,

General Passenger Agent,
E.

P.--

System,
El Paso, Tex.

treat-boun- d

Alice Miller of Morgan, Toxub.
"I
got temporary relief but It came back
again and again, and for six long
years I have suffered more misery and
agaony than I can tell. It was worse
than death. My husband spent hun
dreds of dollars for physicians' pros,
criptlona and treatment without avail,
Finally we moved to Bosque county,
our present home, and one day 1 hap
pened to see an advertisement of
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and 1)1
arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
a man who had been cured by It. The
case was so similar to my own that
I concluded to try the remedy. The result was wonderful. I could hardly
realize that I was well again, or believe it could bo so after having suf
fered so long, but that one bottle of
medicine, costing but a few cents,
cured me." For sale by all druggists.
Ships that pass In the night
over the bar; barks
Scooners,
through the dog watch; smacks, over
the garden gate.

o

Cholera Infantum.
This has long been regarded as one
Special correspondence.
of the most dangerous and fatal dis
ROCIADA, July 7.
Mr. John Pandaries, one of the old eases to which infants are subject, It
est settlers In Rociada county, cele- can be cured, however, when properly
treated. All that' Is necessary Is to
brated the seventy-eigh- t
anniversary
of his birth on the Fourth In the give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
most patriotic and agreeable manner. Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil, as
For sale
On the night of the third the young directed with each bottle.
all druggists.
people tripped the light fantastic in by
the ball room over the store to the
Teacher What is the force that
music of Messrs. Trlfilo and Abran
moves men along the street? Kid
Suazo, the renowned musicians of our
The police force.
On the evening of the
community.
fourth a fine display of fireworks, suBrutally Tortured.
perintended by Mr. Chas. Rudolph,
A case came to light .that for perwas given to the admiration of all sistent and unmerciful torture has
present. After the fireworks another perhaps
never been equaled.
Joe
dance took place and lasted until there Golobick of Colusa,
Calif,, writes
was danger of Infringing on the time "For 15
years I endured Insufferable
honored custom of respecting the pain from Rheumatism and
nothing
Sabbath.
Ice cream, cake and many relieved me though I tried everything
refreshing beverages were served and known,
came across Electric Bitters
everyone was made happy by the free and It's the greatest medicine on
hospitality to which all are made earth for that trouble. A few bottles
welcome every Fourth of July by Mr, of It
completely relieved and cured
pendaiies and his family who are not me." Just as good for Liver and Kidto be excelled as hosts and making
ney troubles and general debility.
their guests happy. Our wishes are Only 50c. Satisfaction
guaranteed by
that Mr. Pendarlcs may live to cele all
Druggists.
brate many times his anniversary and
C.
that of our glorious nation.
This Is the punishment of the liar
when he tells the truth nobody will
Line Will Be Built,
believe It.
"From a reliable source we learn
railroad
that, the Alamogordv-DcmlnNight Was Her Terror.
"I would cough nearly all eight
will be built," says the Alamogordo
News. "The absence of any good rea long," writes Mrs. Chas, Applegale,
son for this project has heretofore of Alexandria, Ind,, "and cauld hardly
made us skeptical about its serious got any sleep. I had consumption so
ness, but now that we nave had an bad that if I walked a block I would
insight into the resources that prompt cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
it, all doubts are removed. The en- when all other medicines failed, three
or Dr. King's New Discovery
terprise Is backed by the American $1 bottles
mo and I gained
cured
58
wholly
Fertilizer nnd Chemical company of
It's absolutely guaranteed
Virginia. Cn the line of the road they pounds."
to cure Coughs, Colds, Ia Grippe,
have unlimited deposits rjf pure soda,
Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
pure gypsum, borax and a very large
Troubles.
Price 50c and fl. Trial
In
caves
the
body of bat guano in
bottles free at all Druggists.
mountains just north of San Augus
tine pass, through which the road
The hand that Is hardened by toll
crosses the range. The close proxim- Is a
great deal cleaner than the hand
ity of the valuable chemicals will en polished by spoil.
able the promoters to make a great
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
variety of merchantable chemicals at
very much lower prices here than is the Ideal summer re3ort for rest,
elsewhere. The great chemical works health and a good time. Home cook
of Detroit aro supplied with their lng with unlimited apply of Jersey milk
soda from loep wells, the percentage and butter. Durros free for riding.
of soda being low and the extraction Delightful trips In every direction.
expensive when compared with find- Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; 110 for the week, In
ing It pure as they can here."
cluding passage. Leave word at
Woostcr's or Ilfeld's. Address
All the gambling houses la Kansas
City, Kans., have been closed .but for H: A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M. tf
the benefit of those who have money
A New England 8andwich.
to lose it can be said that the games
are still plentiful on the Missouri side From the New York Times.
"How many children have you?"
of the line.
asked the friend of his boyhood.
"I have three.
The oldest and
Taylor: To bo proud of learning Is
youngest are girls, the second child is
the greatest Ignorance.
a boy. My wife calls them 'the sand- '
fch.
, '
Emperor William received Admiral
Cotton on such cordial terms of equal"Huh!" said the boyhood friend.
ity that it may bo the kaiser hss the "That's the first time I ever heard of
admiral confused with old Ring
a sandwich with the tongue on the

Fourth at Rociada.

Mnr-phey'-

,

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Snnta Fe, N. M.,
April 7, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settlor has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before Robt, L.
M. Ross. U. S. Court Commissioner,
at Las Vegas, N. M on June 8, 1903,
viz:
JOHN A. ABERCROMB1E,
for the SW
of NE
SE
of NW
NW
of SE
and NE
of SW
See. 5, T. 9 N. It. 14 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose A. Slsneros of Anton Chico, N.
M.; Bmiterlo Chavez of Anton Chlco,
N. M.; Francisco Chaves of Anton
Chlco, N. M.; Crcgogto Archibeca, of
Anton Chlco, N, M,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1- -1
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190-30-
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4

4
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t

Koundtrlp tickets to points not over 130 nil.
per cent rmluoUon
Commutation tickets between Las Vsgas and
Hot Sprints 10 rldss Sl.C0.Uood M) days

10

D. & R. O.

0

Tim

Between St. Louis and Kansas City and

OKLAHOMA CITY

WICHITA
D3ENISON,
SIIfCTvJAN,

DALLAS,

FOSTWCnTU

Table No. 71.

aormo
bast
Xo.4M.

wbst

In Texas and theSooth- principal points new
wem, luia tram
lurwitfuuuv uu m
mad tip of the finest equipment, provM
arlth electrio llRhts and all othar mod era
traveling eonveBleaow. It rons tU oar now

And

BorjxD

Mllea No.4
0:'JO pm completed
9:0Oam,.Lv..;.Hanta Pe..Ar..
I lMlt) a m..Lv...Kpanola,.Ari
34.... 3 ml p m
Clvt-Ic- n.
1:IK d
n)..Lv....l!;inliiino..Ar..M.... 10:05 l Bl
in
known to modem ear
4,'4t)pm..LT.Tres I'lwInu.Ar.
Xrsrr
appllaae
6:11 n hi.. I,v,..AnK)nlo. .Ar.l..,. 7 3D a in bsbioibsT aM rmiiroaflinf has
employed
S:W1
a in itx the make-u- p
of this serrloe, Inclndtauf
pni..Lv.,.AIamoNa... Ar.lM... ,0:10
1:H7am
8:05 ani..Lv....Fuelilo..,Ar.7....
:!W
a ni..Ar.., Denver.... Lv.404....
pm
nnder the management of
Trains run dally except Sunday.
Information as to rates and aj
with the main line and aFull via this new route will
Connection
:
be .
trip
branches as follows:
I
foralshod, upon application, by aajt k
At Antonlto for Durungo, Hllverton and all tentative of the
points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard guuire) for La
Veto, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver,
also with narrow gauge for Monte Vlta.!Del
Norte Creeds and all points lnttie San Luis

Red diver

:

bn

'

C3

valley.

AtSallda with main line (standard gauge)
for all points oast and west Including Lead-vlll- e
and narrow gauge points between Sal-Id- a
and Orand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the gold
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
with all Missouri river lines formal! poluts
east,
Far further information address the under,

EW MtVjuCO

A
aooo noKr
LSVBft.

SA

Through passengers from Santa Fe in
standard gauge sleepers from Alamosa can
have berths reserved on application.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

i.

16, 1903.

that the

:

ANEW FASTTRAK

System

signed.

Register.

mm

Santa Fe Branch

Effective Wednesday April 1, IWO.1

'

June

I,

and 8.

T

2,

Register.

Homestead Entry No. 49C3.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
June 23rd, 1903.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettler has filed notice of
his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made bofore the probate
clerk of San Miguel county at Las
Vegas, N. M on August 6th, 1903, viz:
GREGORIO CARCIA
for the SE
Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R.
22 E.
He names the following witnesses
residence
to prove his continuous
upon, and cultivation of, said land,
'
viz:
Juan Quiutana of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Preclllano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Vegas, N.
Benlgno Martinez of a
M.; Juan Garcia of Las Vegas, N, M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Notice is hereby given

a Southern California train, c&rrlei Pullman
sleeper and Tourist sleepers and Chair Our
tor Los Anirelea.
No, 7 la Nortnern California train carrying
Pullman aud Tourist sleepers and Choir
Cars for Han Franclscoi also carries sleeper
for El Paso. Arrives Albuquerque 10:04 p,
in. Connection for El Paso, Denting and Sil
ver City. Leaves Allmquenjue 11:00 p. m.
7:80 a. Hi.
Arrives El Paso 7:U a. u.
Silver City 10:19 a. m.
No. 8 Is through train for Chicago carrying
Pullman aud Tourist sleepers aud Chair car,
Arrive La Junta 11:119 a. in. Connection for
Pueblo, Colorado Kprliurs aud Denver.
No. M.ll leaves La Junta I2;W p. m. Arrives
Pueblo S;10 p, m.; Colorado Springs B;40 p. m.
Denver 8 p. m.
Santa Ke branch trains Connect with No,

r

-

t

fe

B. W. Kobiiinh, General Agent,
Banta to, N M

K. HOOPKK, O. P. A.,
Denver, Uolo.

settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo made before the United
States Commissioner at Las Vegas,
N. M., on July 27, 1903, vbs:
FERMIN SALAZAIt.
of Trementina, N. M., for tho NW
of SE
and S
SW
SE
SE
Sec. 25, T. 1CN., It. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove bis continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementina,
N. M.; Mllecio Sanchez of Las Vegas,
N .M,; Fellberto Sanches of Tremcn
Una, N. M.; Seuarlo Sanchez of Tre
mentina, N. M.
MANUEL R- OTERO,

s- s-

WJU

following-name-

The Best
There is in

1

Printing
is

ClOUDCROPT

not

Too

Good for
Our Customers.

COUPON

Our Pride's in
Our Printing.

Register,

t

Homestead Entry No. 5004,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Land office at Bantu, IV N,
June to,

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-namesettlor has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo made bofore U. S. Court
Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on
July 25th, 1903, viz:
VIDAL DURAN
for the NW
Sua 8, T. 1CN, R. 14E
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on and cultivation of said land, viz;
Julian Coca, of Minora! Hill, N. M.;
Tomas Benavldez, of Mineral Hill, N.
M.i Juan do Dies Lucero, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.; Benito Crespln, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
186 80t,

DAU

Register.
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Beat Hack Service In tbe city.
tralas. Call are prompt)-and- ed

MeeUall
to.

AUfcUS

In marble and brown toD,
All work guaranteed,
Yards, Cor Tenth street
DouirJas avenue.

1
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Denver & Rio Grande Ry.Gi
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The most direct Hue from New Mexico to all the
uiimug cuuips ana agricultural aistnou m ,
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho,
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Trains dopurt from Santa Fe, N. M at 9 a. m.ax.1 grrt
p. m. dally except Sunday, making conoeoUona
tU
east and west bound trains.
AlliThrough Trains carry the Utatt P4ttarn
and ordinary Bleeping can, chair earn (sxi
,
Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations mad bv UlriB.
.- -advertising matter, rate and tsr&m tTxrt!riV

J. B.
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John V, Hinde and W. H. Parsons
of Wagon Mound are registered at
the Rowling house.

MEADOW CITY HAPPENINGS
a very enthusiastic
meeting and drill last night In their
Regular monthly mectlpg of the A. armory in the city ball. Court marO. U. W. tonight. tial was in session and all members
who bad been fined were asked to
Rehearsal of the Texas Steer at the come forward and
pay their fine and
opera horse tonight,
all members of the troop were also
dues. Several
Frank S. Lampert registered at the requested to pay their
new members were taken In, among
EJ Dorado from Mineral Hill.
them, being Jos Trujlllo and W. H.
c.f Kimball.
Thou. Tlnlnn and Cecil
Chag. llfeld received a car load
Hays, who have been away on leave
flour and one of beam today,
of absence, reported for duty and were
The Normal band will furnish the once more placed on the pay roll.
music for the Ice cream social tonight. Tbe troop will leave about the 15th
of Aueust for Fort Russell, Wyo to
E. W. lUch has been appointed to
go Into camp, and they have received
the position as clerk In the postoffice. the Information that
they will be furfrom the Fourwith
nished
horses
one
will
give
The Moteauma club
of its pleasant dances Friday even teenth United States cavalry, so they
will not be required to take any
tag.
horses with them from bore. The
O. W. Pattersrfn, night operator at troop is in need of eight or nine more
the Western Union office, was num- men to fill It out to Its full auota, and
is very desirous that any one who
bered among the sick today,
wishes to Join should apply at once
Chas. Ilhodes won the 75 yards foot to any member of the troop.
Tace at Albuquerque tfe Fourth, and
A mosl disgusting sight and one
the prise, a handsome silk shirt.
that made doodIo who witnessed it
Leroy Helfrlch, representative of wonder what the world was coming
Wells, Fargo & Co. in this city, was to was seen on Railroad avenue yesTroop

Band practice tonight.

A held

--

numbered among the ailing today.

be Given Away

This Clock to

At the Baptist church Sunday morning eight new members received the
right hand of fellowship.

Here is

The Plan

Walter O'Brien, Maxwell City; Joa.
Schwartz, H. J. Benson, New York,
are registered at the New Optic.

with every 50c purchase in our

display, which shows many
hundred yards of pretty dress goods
artistically arranged.
window

6,

.

LOOK AT THE

tWimlJDQSitfalfolJe

Men's Department

Tho ball to be given July 24 by the
enterprising Fraternal Union lodge
promises to be unusually enjoyable.
The most elaborate preparations are
being made for the affair. ,

Jose Sena Ib another man who Is
treading on air these days and wearing an unusually pleasant smile and
all because his wife presented him
with a bouncing baby girl last Sunday morning.

Leather Suit Case.

$2.50 VV?i$ts for
$3.50 Waists for

Swell

'DON'

....

.

.

to $8.50,
worth from $4-5till
choice
July IOth,...P
your
0

Shoe

for Men

Bright

Address

Colt China,

BACHARACH BROS.
Oppomlto Oaatanoda Hotel.

When at the depot pay us a visit.

Fast Colors, Hooks
and Eyes,

No."

or

o

Red Trading Stamps with all Purchases.

"Don"

Coupon

. . 30c 75c WA'STS for . . . 45c
. . 70c $1.25 Waists for
, 85c
$100 $2 00 Wak . for . . . $1.25
. $1.65 $3.00 Waists for . . . $190
. $2.55 $4.50 and $5 Waist, for $3.60

...
.

250 Trimmed Hats

Made From Imported

.....

Name.......

.

maMtcl

See the

This is the Coupon to ask for.

$l75Wdstsfor

VJaiGto

be ready as we Fire.

Aim to
50c WAISTS for
$1.00 Wai'ts for ,

y,

No..

Shirt

son holding the duplicate number
drawn, will receive the clock. A
second coupon will then be drawn,
and the holder of the duplicate will
receive a

metal
clock;
Tho clock is a full size, ciglit-daheavily
height 12 inches, width 7 inches, weight 5 pounds,
gold plated, highly embellished and beautifully finished.

1

Destruction of Prices
and Profits in

you will get a coupon. A dollar
purchase entitles you to two coupons; $5 to ten coupons, and so on.
The number, on each coupon is
below)and
detachablefsee
to be plaocd by the customer in a
'
sealed box.
Monday morning, Aug. 31, some
disinterested person will draw a
coupon from the box, and the per-

P. W. Zimmerman, the Santa Fe
claim agent, was In the city today
from Albuquerque, looking after the
claims against his company.

terday. A small Mexican bov. nresiini
ably about eight years old, was seen
band
Normal
Every member of the
staggering along the street on his
la urgently requested to be at the way home beastly Intoxicated,
and
7:30
at
Normal tonight promptly
singing and yelling at the top of bis
o'clock.
voice, upon reaching home he was
Roy Dodson, Kansas City; F. H.
seized upon by his father and whip- Mies Katie Stapp, a musician of
St. Louis; W. H. Coyle and
Williams,
ped with a largo stick until the blood
rare gifta, will play the accoropanl ran
wife, H. W. Painter, wife and son, J.
It
his
stream.
from
a
in
body
menu at the Buxil concert tomorrow would
Okla.; D.
Guthrie,
have been better had the father R. Jottlngham,
evening.
hunted tip the parties who gave the Goldbaum, H. Nogales, Arizona, are
the new arrivals at tbe Castaneda.
Co. have opened boy the liquor and administered the
Wella-Fargto them.
two
thrashing
and
Tucumcarl
Boy,
offices at
James Robblns, P. J. Derapsey and
new town that are rapidly coming to
Francis Scraeder, loug robe, saintly party, who have been rusticating and
the front.
whiskers and all. has reappeared. He angling for members of the finny tribe
been holding seances on the West at the Black lakes for the past week,
has
(be
Mis Sarah Barton has accepted
side and has secured quite a follow- returned last night very well satisImthe
at
cashier
aa
night
position
ing. He came here from Albuquerque fied with their trip and report fishperial restaurant, beginning her
a day or two ago. He shook off the ing unusually good in that locality.
last night.
dust of his sandals against tbe latter
Victor Olessey, w.to formerly reappeared " before town, because the pollco declined to
Not a
H
to
on
And
hlra
hold
tbe
allow
sided
meetings
here, but whose home is now in
Judge Wooster tWa morning.
fter the street. He cures everything that Is Pittsburg, and who has been here
was the firt opportunity
curable by the laying on of hands and several days renewing old acquaintan
Fourth, tambien.
professes complete poverty. The
ces, left today for Santa Fe, where
bealer isn't a bad looking man, ho will spend some days viewing the
n4 j,ag generally boen heralded us interesting features of the ancient
ides was placed under tbe guardian
by
Jan arrant fraud,
bip of Teofllo Herrera yesterday
city before returning home.
I
'"
i
n
the probate court.
I
An official board meoting was held
The machinery for the Elliott-BucSeveral I at ihn Mntl.n.Uut Mmi.h laaf nlt.lil
mill which Is being erected
copper
I
members of the board ot education and many Important matters were at- out near the Tecollte river was being
me hauled today from the railroad at
ncing
from the city, tiie regular rairawi? i lentieu to among mem
absence to the
to the mill site. From all In
meeting last night failed of a quorum granting of a leave of
It will not be long now until
dications
t
hnonth. Ho will return, however, ami thse who own copper claims In that
Two tmrroa wej$ loaded into
occunr tho pulpit one Sunday himself
Avniwn par loauy uuuuu
vicinity will be able to find a mar
Carles, Mo. They were honusome and arrango with other parties to ket for their product.
favorite take his place during tho rest ot tbe
specimens of Now Mexico's
tlmo. Mr, Oeyer will very likely
The concert to be given at tho Dun
lnger.
his vacation in the nelghblr-blo- can tomorrow evening by Chev. Plospend
H, E. Bcninol has been appointed
of Harvey's mountain resort.
tro Biml, assisted by the leading mu'as substitute carrier In place of O. E.
sical talent of the city will be of the
route
Major R." C. Rankin has received blithest class. Chev. Buaitl is the peer
Burch, who secured a regular conword frdln the Adjutant General that
when tbe two postofflcea were
of any artist who baa come this way
it will not be necessary for them to
solidated.
in a long time. He Is particularly
take their mounts with them to the
M.
strong In Lucia do Lammermoor, an
.Anna
of
Mrs.,
The remains
encampment at Cheyenne this fall.
of which will bo rendered at the
in
,
died
Kans., who
Bcbecber, Evcrc-ttHorse which have been used at Fort act
concert.
through
passed
aoon
Friday,
io
D. A, Russell by a regiment
'Albuquerque
the elty today bound for the old home leave for the rhlllpplnct will bo
Thft rtntnn 'delegation came down
These horses are finely trained all rlKht
for burial.
Friday evening and ntnd
It may be taken for
In cavalry animals.
suit
arrangements for tbo big
satisfactory
has
brought
Jose D. Garcia
evolutions of the
o granted that the
picnic to be held here In August.
Colfax county against David Vigil
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Bacbrach Broa. have an attractive

Justice Crawford has made another
couple happy. D. J. Harris, with the
assistance of the judge, has taken
unto himself a wife in the person ot
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IF YOU SEE THEM YOU'LL WANT ONE

for a new Straw Hat. Call and see
the finest line in town all the latest styles,

t

ranging in price from

603 SIXTH STREET.

$5.00

Genuine Panama Hats,
We carry the largest Hue of Negligee Shirts

in town.
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PEOPLE'S
REICH
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Prices, 5Qc to $2.00
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Complete line of summer underwear,
grades, weaves and colors,
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When Best Goods and Lowest Prices are Wanted, Call on
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Sorosls Pattern
We furnish the Intent Illustrated Fashion
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Bcieutillc way; are a perfect fit and guaranteed to
Itive satisfaction. Also received a new line of

Free.
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Country Eggs.....
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